Twenty-fifth Annual International Conference

Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

Program

- Keynote: The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, Ph.D., MPH, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board
- 25th Anniversary Keynotes: Sissela Bok, Ph.D., MPH, Distinguished Visiting Fellow, Harvard University; Dennis F. Thompson, Ph.D., Emeritus Alfred North Whitehead Professor of Political Philosophy, Harvard University
- Ethics Center Directors Summit: Thursday, February 18th – 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
- Research Integrity Workshop: Thursday, February 18th – 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
- Twentieth Intercollegiate Ethics BowlSM, Sunday, February 21st

February 18 - 21, 2016
Hyatt Regency Reston Hotel, Reston, Virginia
Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

The Association for Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE) is a comprehensive, international organization advancing scholarship, education, and practice in practical and professional ethics. As a multidisciplinary association we bring together academic researchers and teachers, business and government leaders, and professionals from all areas including business, engineering, government, journalism, law, medicine, scientific research, social work, and others concerned with the practical application of ethics and values.

APPE is dedicated to improving ethical conduct in the workplace and to supporting and training the next generation of faculty and professionals. Founded over 20 years ago, APPE is a creative force for innovation by stimulating new research and disseminating models for best practices in ethics. Peer reviewed papers presented at our conferences and symposia cover a full-range of topics in applied ethics and are of special interest to those in specific fields (e.g., business, engineering, government, journalism, law, medicine, science, etc.) as well as those who practice in interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary areas cutting across professions (bioethics, environment, health care, higher education, research ethics, etc.).

The Association’s Annual Conference provides special interest group sessions for those with particular interests in business, journalism, engineering, and social work ethics as well as an Ethics Center Directors Colloquium, a Seminar on the Responsible Conduct of Research, and a Graduate Seminar on teaching ethics. Prizes are awarded for the best papers submitted by early career scholars, graduate and undergraduate students.

APPE supports and facilitates the development of curriculum and new teaching modalities in ethics and values. The Association works closely with colleges and universities, centers, professional associations, and local, state, and national governments to implement programs which meet their specific needs. Throughout the year, the Association sponsors 10 Regional Ethics Bowls among students from college and universities across the United States. Winning student teams from each region are invited to the Annual Conference to compete in the National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl competition. APPE fostered the creation of the Two Year College Ethics Bowl. Those teams compete in the Two Year College Ethics Bowl Nationals at the APPE Annual Conference.

The Association publishes Ethically Speaking, a newsletter on current ethical issues and activities, a Monograph Series of papers presented at the Ethics Center Colloquium, Profiles in Ethics, a national directory of ethics centers identifying programs and activities, and a complete APPE Member Directory. Individual and Institutional membership information along with special member benefits may be obtained by contacting the national office at:

Association for Practical and Professional Ethics
618 East Third Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47405

TEL: (812) 855-6450; FAX: (812) 856-4969
E-mail: appe@indiana.edu
Website: http://appe.indiana.edu

Stuart D. Yoak, Ph.D., Executive Director
Executive Board
Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

Edward C. Carr, M.S.
Chief Compliance Officer
Siemens PLM Software (Global) and Siemens Digital Factory Division (USA), Siemens Corporation

Deni Elliott, Ph.D.
Poynter Jamison Chair in Media Ethics and Press Policy
University of South Florida, St. Petersburg

Karin Ellison, Ph.D.
Director, Bioethics, Policy and Law Program
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Associate Director, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Arizona State University

Elizabeth Heitman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Medical Ethics
Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Lisa M. Lee, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Gabriel Palmer-Fernandez, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies
Director, Dr. James Dale Ethics Center, Youngstown State University

Sarah K. A. Pfatteicher, Ph.D. (Chair of the Executive Board)
Associate Dean and Research Professor
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Lisa M. Rasmussen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator
Department of Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Anne R. Simpson, Ph.D.
Professor of Medicine and Rust Professor of Ethics
Director, School of Medicine Institute for Ethics, University of New Mexico

Edward H. Spence, Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer and Senior Research Fellow
Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, Australia
Research Associate
3TU.Centre for Ethics of Technology, The Hague, Netherlands

Gretchen A. Winter, J.D. (Chair Elect of the Executive Board)
Executive Director, Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society, College of Business
Adjunct Professor, College of Law, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Daniel E. Wueste, Ph.D. (Treasurer of the Executive Board)
Professor of Philosophy
Director, Robert J. Rutland Institute for Ethics, Clemson University
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25th Anniversary Plenary Address
Saturday, February 20, 2016, 11:00 a.m. - Noon

"Looking Back and Looking Forward: The Future of Practical and Professional Ethics"

Sissela Bok, Ph.D.
Distinguished Visiting Fellow
Harvard School of Public Health, Center for Population Studies, Harvard University


Dennis F. Thompson, Ph.D.
Emeritus Alfred North Whitehead Professor of Political Philosophy, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and Emeritus Professor, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University

Dennis F. Thompson is Professor of Government and the Alfred North Whitehead Professor of Political Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. He is also a professor of public policy in the John F. Kennedy School of Government, and the founding Director of the University Center for Ethics and the Professions, (now the Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics). He has served as Associate Provost and Senior Adviser to the President of the University. Thompson’s most recent books are: The Spirit of Compromise: Why Governing Demands It and Campaigning Undermines It (with Amy Gutmann); Restoring Responsibility: Ethics in Government, Business, and Healthcare; and Just Elections: Creating a Fair Electoral Process in the United States. His other books include: Democracy and Disagreement; Why Deliberative Democracy? (both with Amy Gutmann); The Democratic Citizen: Social Science and Democratic Theory in the 20th Century; John Stuart Mill and Representative Government; Ethics in Congress: From Individual to Institutional Corruption; and Political Ethics and Public Office, which won the American Political Science Association's Gladys M. Kammerer award for the best political science publication in the field of U.S. National policy in 1987.
The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, Ph.D., MPH
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board

Keynote Address:  Friday, February 19th, 11:00 a.m. – Noon
Keynote Luncheon in Honor of The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, Ph.D., MPH 12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, PhD, MPH, took the oath of office as the 42nd Member of the National Transportation Safety Board in March 2015, whereupon President Barack Obama designated her as Vice Chairman of the Board for a two-year term.

Vice Chairman Dinh-Zarr trained as a public health scientist, specializing in injury prevention, and has dedicated her career to working to ensure that transportation safety is a policy priority, domestically and internationally. She previously served as the U.S. Director and Road Safety Director of the FIA Foundation, an international philanthropy with the mission of promoting safe and sustainable surface transportation. In that role, she was active in promoting the United Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety and in advocating for transportation safety and injury prevention targets in the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Dr. Dinh-Zarr is proud to have helped initiate collaborative projects to improve road safety, especially for vulnerable populations such as children and pedestrians, in developing countries in the regions of Southeast Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America.

Previously, Dr. Dinh-Zarr has held positions at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (U.S. Guide to Community Preventive Services), the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the American Automobile Association, and the Texas Transportation Institute. She was a Presidential Appointee to the White House Conference on Aging in 2005 and has championed dignified and safe mobility for older populations through community-based services and technological solutions.

Born in Vietnam, Dr. Dinh-Zarr is the first Asian American Board Member and Vice Chairman of the NTSB. She is a graduate of Rice University in Houston, Texas, during which time she studied at La Universidad Católica de Valparaíso in Chile. She has Master of Public Health (MPH) and PhD degrees from the University of Texas School of Public Health. During graduate school, she completed a fellowship program on alcohol-related injuries with the Cochrane Collaboration and University College London and conducted one of the first systematic reviews on injury prevention in the United States and the first systematic review on seat belt laws and enforcement. Dr. Dinh-Zarr has served as the Chair of the Injury Control and Emergency Health Services for the American Public Health Association, the UN NGO Committee on Sustainable Development, and the Transportation Research Board’s Global Road Safety Subcommittee.
The Association for Practical and Professional Ethics welcomes you to our Book Resource Room.

"...I have found that APPE provides the single best book exhibition room for applied ethics anywhere in the U.S."

Proceeds from publisher registration and advertising fees, as well as sales of donated display copies, help to defray the cost of the yearlong investment of time and resources that is required to create the exhibit. When you shop in the Book Resource Room, you are directly contributing to the Association.

During the Annual Conference, display copies can be purchased at 20 percent off retail cost on a first-come basis, unless marked “not for sale.” The book’s price is marked in pencil on the inside cover page. Display copies may be reserved by purchase (cash, check, or credit) at the Help Desk in the Book Resource Room, but they must remain on display until 11 a.m. on Saturday. Purchased materials may be claimed between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. on Saturday. All proceeds benefit the Association.

Don’t miss this opportunity to support APPE

**Books on the Program**
**Publisher and Author Exhibits**
**Free Table for Giveaways**
**Free Coffee and Wireless**
**Networking Space**
**Discounted Materials**
**Discount Codes from Publishers**
**Conference Registration**
**Conference Opening Reception**
**Poster Sessions**
**Conference Breaks**
**Author Reception and Book Signing**

**Clearance Sale**
Remaining materials will be sold at a 50 percent (or more!) discount during the Final Clearance Sale, scheduled for 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday of the conference.
Book Resource Room Hours

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18: 8AM - 8PM
- OPENING RECEPTION 6:30 – 7:30PM

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19: 8AM - 5PM
- CLOSED FOR PLENARY 11AM – NOON
- AUTHORS RECEPTION 6:30 – 7:30

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20: SEE BELOW
- BROWSING HOURS: 8 - 11AM
- BOOK PICK-UP: 12:30 - 2:30PM
- FINAL CLEARANCE SALE: 3 - 5PM

Follow @APPEBookRoom on Twitter: #appebookroom & #appe2016

Book Resource Room Exhibitors

American Psychological Association
Berghahn Books
Broadview Press
Cambridge Scholars Publishing
CITI Program
CRC Press
Edward Elgar Publishing
Ethics Unwrapped
Gale Cengage Learning
Georgetown University Press
Greenleaf Publishing (Stylus)
Hackett Publishing Company
Lexington Books
Loyola University Chicago Bioethics
Mayo Clinic Biomedical Ethics Program

Michael Boylan
MIT Press
Oxford University Press
PCSBI (Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues)
Penguin/Random House Academic
Philosophy Documentation Center
Princeton University Press
Routledge Journals
Routledge Journals (Exhibit 2)
Springer
The Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics (DePauw Univ.)
Transaction Publishers
Waveland Press, Inc.
Wiley Blackwell

Visit the APPE Book Resource Room archives after the Annual Conference: http://appe.indiana.edu/publications/book-resource-room-for-members/
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Conference Sponsors  

Lead Sponsors  
Opening Reception  
APPE Executive Board  

Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Championship  
Siemens Corporation  

Conference Sponsors  
Northern Plains Ethics Institute  
North Dakota State  

TTU Ethics Center  
Texas Tech University  

Supporting Sponsors  
Poynter Center for the  
Study of Ethics and American Institutions  
Indiana University Media School  

Book Resource Room Sponsors  
Center for Bioethics Harvard Medical School  

Cambridge Scholars Publishing
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Special Lunch Programs - Friday, February 19, 2016
12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Keynote Luncheon – The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr

Business Ethics Luncheon
“Ethics in the Aerospace and Defense Industry”
Craig Cash
Director, Mission Systems and Training - Ethics & Business Conduct
Director, Ethics Corporate Investigations, Lockheed Martin

Bioethics and Research Ethics Luncheon
“Changes in Research; Challenges in Ethics”
Christine Grady, MSN, Ph.D.
Chief, Department of Bioethics
Head, Section on Human Subjects Research, National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center Senior Staff, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Dr. Christine Grady is chief of the Clinical Center's Department of Bioethics. Her research focuses on research subject recruitment, incentives, vulnerability, and international research ethics. Dr. Grady has written widely in books and scholarly journals on topics in bioethics, HIV disease, and nursing.

She is currently a member of President Obama's Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues. She is a senior research fellow at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics and was elected as a fellow of both the American Academy of Nursing and the Hastings Center. She is a member of an institutional review board for the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases and the National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases.

Theater seating will be available in the back for those without lunch tickets.

The Association is promoting live tweeting of these and all conference events. #APPE2016

Follow APPE on Facebook or Twitter @APPEonline #APPE2016

#EthicsChat
**Twenty-fifth Annual International Conference**  
**Association for Practical and Professional Ethics**

**Awards and Recognition**

**Early Career Scholar Prize in Practical and Professional Ethics**

**Steven Swartz**, Philosophy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
“Punishment and Democratic Rights”

**Pre College Ethics Prize in Practical and Professional Ethics**

**Stephen Miller**, Humanities, Oakwood Friends School; Philosophy, Marist College  
“Your Feelings are Wrong”

**Graduate Student Prize in Practical and Professional Ethics**

**Mayli Mertens**, Media, Centre for Applied Ethics, Linköping University  
“Objectivity Beyond the Red Line: A Case for Binocularity in War Reporting”

**Karen M.T. Muskavitch Award for Graduate Work in Practical Ethics**

**Irfan Ameer**, Marketing and International Business, University of Turku  
“A Network Theory Perspective on the Evolution of Unethical Sales Practices”

**Undergraduate Formal Paper Award Winners**

**Ranana Dine**, Undergraduate Award Winner - Religion, Williams College  
“Suppressing the Courses: The Legality of Abortion in Colonial New England”

**Eri Svensson**, Philosophy, Harper College  
“Reproductive Choice and Disability Rights: Ethical Implications of Terminating Fetuses with Disabilities”
Ethics Bowl
Judges and Moderators 2016

James A. Brady, III, Doctoral Candidate in Education and Ethical Leadership; and Assistant Professor of Communications, East Georgia State College, jbrady2@ega.edu

Jenny Dyck Brian, PhD, Honors Faculty Fellow, Barrett, The Honors College at Arizona State University, jenny.brian@asu.edu

Edward Carr, Ethics & Compliance Officer, Siemens, ed.carr@siemens.com

Jo Ann Carson, Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy, Texas State University, jc28@txstate.edu

Grace Clement, Professor of Philosophy, Salisbury University, gaclement@salisbury.edu

Andrew I. Cohen, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Director, Jean Beer Blumenfeld Center for Ethics, Georgia State University, aicohen@gsu.edu

Peggy Connolly, Past President, National Association of Academies of Science, connolly.peggy@gmail.com

Raquel Diaz-Sprague, PharmD, MLHR, Adjunct Faculty, Ohio State University, School of Allied Medical Professions, College of Medicine & Public Health, Columbus, OH, diaz-sprague.1@osu.edu

Mark Doorley, Director, The Ethics Program, Villanova University, mark.dooley@villanova.edu

Phillip S. Downes, Ethics Advisor, Boeing, elecon5000@hotmail.com

Elaine Englehardt, Ph.D.: Distinguished Professor of Ethics, Special Assistant to the President, Utah Valley University, ElaineE@uvu.edu

Byron Eubanks, Professor of Philosophy, Ouachita Baptist University, eubanks@obu.edu

Michael Funke, Philosophy Instructor, Walters State, mbfunke@gmail.com

Rhiannon Funke, Associate Attorney, Robertson Anschutz & Schneid, rfunke@law.stetson.edu

John Gardenier, DBA, Retired Statistician/Ethicist, drgarden@verzion.net

Erica L. Genabith, Graduate Student Seton Hall University, erica.genabith@student.shu.edu

Laura Grossenbacher, Ph.D., Director, Technical Communication Program, College of Engineering, UW-Madison, grossenb@engr.wisc.edu

Laura Guidry-Grimes, Clinical Ethicist, MedStar Washington Hospital Center, Doctoral Candidate in Philosophy, Georgetown University, lkg8@georgetown.edu

Sandra Hansmann, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Rehabilitation Studies, Director of Global Security Studies, Office of Research and Sponsored Projects, The University of Texas, Pan-American, shansmann@utpa.edu
Pat Harned, Chief Executive Officer, Ethics and Compliance Initiative

Lauren Harris, Assistant Director/Dean of Students Fayetteville Campus, Georgia Military College, lharris@gmc.edu

Gil Hersch, Ph.D., Research Associate, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy, George Mason University; University of California, San Diego, ghersthl@ucsd.edu

Daniel Jenkins, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Montgomery College, Daniel.Jenkins2@montgomerycollege.edu

Cynthia Jones, Director of OVAVP (Office for Victim Advocacy & Violence Prevention) and PACE (Ethics Center), Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, Cynthia.Jones@utrgv.edu

Leonard Kahn, Professor of Philosophy, Loyola University, New Orleans, lakahn@loyno.edu

Bill Kelly, American Society for Engineering Education, wek1996@verizon.net

Kelly Laas, Librarian, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology, laas@iit.edu

Robert Ladenson, Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus, Illinois Institute of Technology, ladenson@iit.edu

Lisa M. Lee, Executive Director, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues and Adjunct Professor, Alden March Bioethics Institute at Albany Medical Center, Lisa.Lee@bioethics.gov

Vassiliki Leonitis, Ph.D. student, Department of Philosophy, Bowling Green State University, vleonti@bgsu.edu

Erik Lindland, Faculty in Residence, University of Nevada Las Vegas, lindland@unlv.nevada.edu

Christina Matta, Ph.D., Technical Communication Program, College of Engineering, UW-Madison, matta@epd.engr.wisc.edu

Francis A. McCarty, Senior Service Fellow, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Professorial Lecturer, George Washington University, fmccarty@gwu.edu

Marcia McKelligan, Blair Anderson and Martha Caroline Rieth Chair of Applied Ethics and Professor of Philosophy, DePauw University, mamck@depauw.edu

Sarah Morales, Assistant Professor, The Community College of Baltimore County, smorales@ccbcmd.edu

Deborah Mower, Ph.D.: Professor of Philosophy, Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University, dsmower@ysu.edu

Kevin H. Murphy, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Anne Arundel Community College, khmurphy@aacc.edu

Stephan Oldham, Juris Doctor Candidate, Wake Forest University School of Law, Coordinator, Ethics and Leadership Team, Wake Forest University School of Business, Center for Leadership & Character, oldhsm13@wfu.edu

Julia Pedroni, Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Williams College, jpedroni@williams.edu

Gregory Pence, Chair, Philosophy, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Coach, 2010 Champions, Ethics Bowl, gregpence@me.com
Carrie Pritchett, Assistant Professor of History and Honors Program Director, Brazosport College, Carriepritchett@brazosport.edu

Carol Quinn, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Metropolitan State University of Denver, cqquinn10@msudenver.edu

Allison Radabaugh, Inventory Control, Outdoor Research, Seattle WA, allisonr@outdoorresearch.com

Zachary I. Rentz, Graduate Student in Philosophy, University of California, Santa Barbara, zach@zachrentz.com

Jason Robert, Lincoln Chair in Ethics, Associate Vice Provost for Ethics, Director, Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics, Director, Arizona Bioethics Network, jason.robert@asu.edu

Toby Schonfeld, Director of the Program in Human Research Ethics and Oversight, US Environmental Protection Agency, Schonfeld.toby@epa.gov

Colin Schoonover, Manager, Asset Management, ONE Gas, Inc., colin.schoonover@onegas.com

George Sherman, Co-Director Project COPE Zambia, serebowl@gmail.com

Aaron Simmons, Assistant Professor, Department of Philosophy, Marywood University, asimmons@maryu.marywood.edu

Glenn W. Sinclair, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor—Ethical Reasoning Concordia University of Edmonton (Public & Environmental Health) & Simon Fraser University (Education), gws@e-sinclair.com

Karen Spear, Director, Center for Organizational Ethics, Marian University, kspear@marian.edu

Earl Spurgin, Director, Program in Applied Ethics, John Carroll University, espurgin@jcu.edu

Anne Marie Stachura, Assistant Professor of Spanish, University of Texas-Pan American, stachuraam@utpa.edu

Spencer S. Stober, Professor of Biology, Neag Professor, Leadership Studies, Alvernia University, spencer.stober@alvernia.edu

Matt Stolick, Professor of Philosophy, University of Findlay, stolick@findlay.edu

Tasneem Syeda, Financial Services Project Manager, Corporate & Securities, Silicon Valley, R.R. Donnelley, tsyeda@gmail.com

Adam R. Thompson, Assistant Director, Kutak Ethics Center, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, s-athomp41@unl.edu

I. Larry Udell, Professor of Philosophy, West Chester University (PA), iudell@wcupa.edu

Jamie Carlin Watson, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Broward College, jamie.c.watson@gmail.com

Andrew Winters, Department of Philosophy, Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania, andrew.winters@sr.edu

Daniel Wueste, Director Rutland Institute for Ethics, Professor of Philosophy, Clemson University, ernest@clemson.edu

Donna Yarri, Associate Professor, Theology, Alvernia College, donna.yarri@alvernia.edu
Ethics Bowl Acknowledgments

APPE Executive Board

Stuart Yoak, Executive Director
Edward C. Carr
Karin Ellison
Deni Elliott
Elizabeth Heitman
Lisa M. Lee
Gabriel Palmer-Fernandez
Sarah K.A. Pfatteicher
Lisa M. Rasmussen
Anne R. Simpson
Edward H. Spence
Gretchen A. Winter
Daniel E. Wueste

APPE Executive Board Liaison

Edward C. Carr

APPE Two-Year College Ethics Bowl National Steering Committee

James Brady, Chair
John Garcia Central States Regional Contact
Fred Guy Middle-Atlantic States Regional Contact
Carrie Pritchett South-Western States Regional Contact
Rob Sherwood South-Eastern States Regional Contact

APPE Intercollegiate Ethics BowlSM Subcommittee

Richard Greene, Chair
George Sherman Southeast Regional Ethics Bowl
Kelly Laas Upper Midwest Regional Ethics Bowl
Daniel Wueste Mid-Atlantic Regional Ethics Bowl
Adam R. Thompson Rocky Mountain Regional Ethics Bowl
Mike Ingram Northwest Regional Ethics Bowl
Landon Frim Northeast Regional Ethics Bowl
Michael Jordan California Regional Ethics Bowl
Michael A. Popich Wasatch Regional Ethics Bowl
Robert Boyd Skipper Texas Regional Ethics Bowl
Karen L. Spear Central States Regional Ethics Bowl
Ethics Bowl Acknowledgments, cont.

Case Writing Committees

National

Robert Boyd Skipper – Chair
Ruth Ann Althaus
Peggy Connolly
Heidi Malm

Regional

Rhiannon D. Funke – Chair
Susanna Flavia Boxall
Michael B. Funke
Gretchen A. Myers
Adam Potthast

Rules, Format, and Procedures Committee

Kelly Smith – Chair
Naomi Lou Block
Sheralee Brindell
Mark J. Doorley
John Garcia
Michael Jordan
Matthew Mangum

National Competition Organizing Committee

Patrick Croskery – Chair
Richard Greene – Disputes Arbitrator
John Garcia
Susan Robison

APPE Two Year College National Competition Organizers

Brett Fulkerson-Smith – Chair and Disputes Arbitrator
Patrick Croskery
John Garcia
Richard Greene
Jennifer Parks
Beth Works – Sr. Executive Administrator, APPE

Bob Ladenson Spirit of the Ethics Bowl Award Committee

Rachel Robison-Greene - Chair
Karen Mizell
Sarah Pfatteicher
Carrie Pritchett
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Thursday, February 18, 2016

7:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.  Annual Conference Registration
Grand Ballroom D

8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.  Book Resource Room
A great place to meet with friends, colleagues, and other meeting attendees
Grand Ballroom D

7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Ethics Center Directors Summit
Convener: Cara Biasucci, Director of Ethics Unwrapped Educational Program and Video Series, University of Texas at Austin
Kenneth W. Goodman, Ethics Programs, University of Miami
Beverly Kracher, Business Ethics Alliance, Creighton University
Judy Young, Institute for Ethical Leadership, Rutgers University
Lunch – Grand Ballroom C

9:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Research Integrity Workshop
Lake Audubon
Convener: Trisha Phillips, Political Science, West Virginia University

2:00 – 4:00 p.m.  Graduate Seminar on Teaching Practical and Professional Ethics
Presented by: Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg

4:00 – 6:00 p.m.  APPE Executive Board Meeting
Robert E. Simon Boardroom
Executive Board Chair: Sarah A.K. Pfatteicher, Agricultural and Life Sciences, University of Wisconsin, Madison

4:15 – 5:15 p.m.  Concurrent Session I

Town Center A  A. “The Expansion of Ethics: Same-sex Marriage Debates in American Physicians’ Associations”
Sorcha A. Brophy, Sociology, University of Pittsburgh
Chair:
Nate Olson, Kegley Institute for Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

Grand Ballroom A  B.1. “Opportunities and Challenges of Interacting with Small and Medium Sized Organizations as part of the Future of Practical and Professional Ethics”
J. Brooke Hamilton, Business, University of Louisiana at Lafayette
B.2. “Conflicts of Interest in Social Hybrid Business Entities”
Michael Ryan Fricke, Business Administration, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Chair:
Kathleen Wilburn, Management, St. Edward’s University

Reston A  C. “Thinking about Bias”
Lisa H. Kretz, Philosophy, University of Evansville
Chair:
Victoria I. Burke, Philosophy, University of Guelph
Lake Fairfax A  
D. “Dangerous Liaisons: Adultery and the Public Morality of Presidents”  
Joanne Ciulla, Jepson School of Leadership Studies, University of Richmond  
Chair:  
Todd M. Freeberg, Psychology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Grand Ballroom B  
E. “Are African-American Athletes and Celebrities Obligated Not to Use the N-Word?”  
Earl Spurgin, Philosophy, John Carroll University  
Chair:  
Haydn McComas, Education, University of South Australia

Lake Fairfax B  
F. “Ethical Reasoning in a World of Intuition-Driven post hoc Moral Rationalization: A University Project”  
William J. Hawk, The Madison Collaborative, James Madison University  
Chair:  
Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

Reston C  
G. “Ethics, Meaning and Career Choice”  
John Uglietta, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University  
Chair:  
Jeffrey Byrnes, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University

Grand Ballroom E  
H. Pedagogical Demonstration: “Navigating Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace”  
Jennifer Eury, Management, Pennsylvania State University  
Julie A. Del Giorno, Ethics and Compliance, Pennsylvania State University  
Chair:  
Matthew Stolick, Philosophy, University of Findlay

Grand Ballroom F  
I. Case Study: “Postphenomenology and Anticipatory Ethics”  
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
Chair:  
Rosalyn Berne, Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Virginia

Reston B  
J. 1. “Sex and Lies on Videotape: A Defense of Pornography Regulation”  
Vassiliki L. Leontis, Philosophy, Bowling Green State University  
Alida Liberman, Rotman Institute of Philosophy, University of Western Ontario  
Chair:  
Michelle Darnell, Warrington College of Business Administration, University of Florida

5:30 – 6:30 p.m.  
Concurrent Session II

Grand Ballroom A  
A.1. “Monsters and Mazes of Medical Care: Lessons from Frankenstein and Kafka”  
Jeffrey Byrnes, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University  
A.2. “Soon They’ll Know Our Secrets: A SF Story in Creating Life from Life: Biotechnology and Science Fiction”  
Rosalyn Berne, Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Virginia  
Chair:  
David McCurdy, Religious Studies, Elmhurst College
Lake Fairfax B  
B. “Exploring the Effectiveness of Codes of Ethics Designed By For-Profit Self-Identified Christian Companies: Phase 1”  
James A. Brady III, Education, Olivet Nazarene University; East Georgia State College  
Chair:  
Timothy Shiell, Undergraduate Studies, University of Texas at Austin

Grand Ballroom E  
C. “On Minimizing Potential Observer Bias in Ethological Research”  
Todd M. Freeberg, Psychology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Gordon M. Burghardt, (not presenting) Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
Chair:  
Anita Gordon, Center for Academic Ethics, University of Northern Iowa

Grand Ballroom B  
D. “A Limit to the Market: Hegel's Concept of Personhood”  
Victoria I. Burke, Philosophy, University of Guelph  
Chair:  
Vassiliki L. Leontis, Philosophy, Bowling Green State University

Grand Ballroom F  
E. Panel: “Medical Ethics, Health Policy and Prosthetics”  
Mark B. Lyles, Health and Securities Studies, U.S. Naval War College  
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
Chair:  
Earl Spurgin, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

Reston A  
F. “A New Field of Applied Ethics: Education Ethics”  
Matthew Stolick, Philosophy, University of Findlay  
Chair:  
Lisa H. Kretz, Philosophy, University of Evansville

Lake Fairfax A  
G. “Contemplating Compassion: The Practice of Contemplation/Mindfulness in the Formation of 'Unity of Self in Union with Others'”  
Karen Spear, Center for Organizational Ethics, Marian University  
Chair:  
Beverly Kracher, Business Ethics Alliance, Creighton University

Town Center A  
H. “Teaching Science and Technology Ethics Using the Capabilities Approach: Designing Flourishing Societies”  
David K. McGraw, Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University  
Chair:  
Sandy Woodson, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines

Lake Anne A  
I. “Ethical Learning vs Ethical Noise: Learning for Ethical Competence and Ethical Leadership in a Law Enforcement Environment”  
Haydn McComas, Education, University of South Australia  
Chair:  
Robert F. Ladenson, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
Thursday, February 18, 2016  

6:30 – 8:00 pm  

Opening Reception and Book Resource Room Open House

Reston B


Irfan Ameer, Karen M.T. Muskavitch Paper Award, Marketing and International Business, University of Turku


Mayli Mertens, Graduate Student Paper Award, Center for Applied Ethics, Linköping University

Chair: Daryl Koehn, Institute for Business and Professional Ethics, DePaul University

6:00 – 7:30 p.m.

Town Center B

Encyclopedia of Science, Technology, and Ethics (ESTE2) Editorial Board Meeting

6:30 – 8:00 p.m.

Grand Ballroom D

Annual Conference Opening Reception And

APPE Book Resource Room Open House
Twenty-fifth Annual International Conference
Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

Friday, February 19, 2016

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D
Annual Conference Registration - Registration is closed during the Plenary

7:00 a.m.
Town Center B
First Time Attendee and International Attendee Breakfast

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D
Book Resource Room - Book Resource Room is closed during the Plenary
Coffee and Seating is available to meet with friends, colleagues, and other meeting attendees

8:15 – 9:15 a.m.
Concurrent Session III

Lake Fairfax A
A. “Medical Decision-Making for Patients Without Proxies: The Effect of Personal Experience in the Deliberative Process”
Allyson L. Robichaud, Philosophy and Comparative Religion, Cleveland State University
Chair:
Anne Simpson, Institute for Ethics, University of New Mexico School of Medicine

Grand Ballroom A
B. “Influencing Ethical Judgments in Business Organizations”
Adam Kronk, Notre Dame Deloitte Center for Ethical Leadership, University of Notre Dame
Chair:
Joanne Ciulla, Jepson School of Leadership Studies, University of Richmond

Grand Ballroom B
C. “The Language of School Reform”
Jo Ann Carson, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Chair:
Matt Deaton, Squire Family Foundation

Lake Thoreau
D. “A Hookup Of One’s Own: Female Sexuality and Derivatization in Guyland”
Allison Wolf, Philosophy, Simpson College
Chair:
Judith Andre, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology

Grand Ballroom E
E. “Drivers of Navy Ethics: Compliance, Character, and Technology”
Thomas Creely, Operational and Strategic Leadership, U.S. Naval War College
Michael Riordan, (not presenting) Military, U.S. Naval War College; United States Navy
Chair:
Andrew I. Cohen, Jean Beer Blumenfeld Center for Ethics, Georgia State University

Grand Ballroom F
F. “The Ethics of Click-bait”
Eugene Schlossberger, Philosophy, Purdue University, Calumet
Chair:
Patrick Plaisance, Journalism and Media Communication, Colorado State University

Lake Audubon
G. “Parental Wisdom”
Sonya M. Charles, Philosophy and Comparative Religion, Cleveland State University
Chair:
Alan Preti, Institute for Ethical Leadership and Social Responsibility, Rosemont College
Friday, February 19, 2016          9:45 – 10:45 am          Concurrent Session I

Lake Fairfax B

H. “Engineers in the Public Interest: Histories, Models, and Future Directions”
Yanna Lambrinidou, Science and Technology, Virginia Tech University
Donna Riley, Engineering Education, Virginia Tech University
Chair:
Jason D. Borenstein, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology

Lake Anne A

I. Pedagogical Demonstration: “Student Perspectives of a Blended Learning Approach to Teaching Research Ethics”
William L. Gannon, Research Ethics, University of New Mexico
Sue Wilder, Information and Learning, University of New Mexico
Chair:
Jess L. Miner, Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University

9:15 – 9:45 a.m.
Grand Ballroom D

Break

9:45 – 10:45 a.m.          Concurrent Session IV

Grand Ballroom A

Nanette R. Elster, Neiswanger Institute for Ethics, Loyola University Chicago
Elizabeth Reynolds, American College of Dentistry
A.2. “Shadow Codes of Engineering Ethics: An Experiment in Ethics Imaginaries”
Andrew Katz, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
Yanna Lambrinidou, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
Donna Riley, Science and Technology, Virginia Technical University
Chair:
Glen Miller, Philosophy, Texas A&M University

Grand Ballroom E

B. “Advisers and the Fiduciary Duty Debate”
Gary D. Rubin, Business, University of Leeds
Chair:
Edward C. Carr, Ethics and Compliance, Siemens

Lake Fairfax B

C. Pedagogical Demonstration: “Behavioral Ethics: Lessons from Ordinary People During the Holocaust”
Nicholas Lennon, Leadership Education and Development, George Mason University
JoAnna Wasserman, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Chair:
Donna C. Tonini, National Center for Professional and Research Ethics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Lake Anne A

D. Panel: “Ethics Education in a Digital Era”
Cara Biasucci, Business, Government and Society, University of Texas at Austin
Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Jess Miner, Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University
Moderator:
Cara Biasucci, Business, Government and Society, University of Texas at Austin
Lake Audubon

E. “Civic Trust and the Free Rider Problem”
Anne C. Ozar, Philosophy, Creighton University
Amy E. Wendling, (not presenting) Philosophy, Creighton University
Chair:
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

Grand Ballroom B

Jennifer Kling, Philosophy, Siena Heights University
F.2. “Ancestral Voices Prophesying War”
Lisa H. Newton, Community Development and Applied Economics, University of Vermont
Chair:
Richard F. Kauffman, Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, University of Delaware in Lewes

Lake Thoreau

G. “Moral Realism and Ethical Naturalism in Media Ethics Theorizing”
Patrick Plaisance, Journalism and Media Communication, Colorado State University
Elizabeth Tropman, Philosophy, Colorado State University
Chair:
Eugene Schlossberger, Philosophy, Purdue University, Calumet

Town Center A

H.1. “Speech Act Theory as a Framework for Scientists’ Communication Ethics”
Jean Goodwin, Speech Communication, Iowa State University
H.2. “Case Study in Ethical Science Communication: ‘Science Headlines’”
Clark Wolf, Philosophy, Iowa State University
Chair:
David K. McGraw, Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University

Lake Fairfax A

J. “Responsible Research: A Transatlantic Perspective”
Elisabeth Hildt, Philosophy, Colorado State University
Chair:
Francesca T. Grifo, Scientific Integrity, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

The Book Resource Room and Registration Desk will be closed for the Plenary.

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.  Plenary Session I – The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr

Regency Ballroom

Welcome and Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Stuart D. Yoak, Executive Director, Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

Keynote Address
“The Everyday Ethics of Disaster: Before, During, and After Transportation Accidents at the NTSB”
The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board

Noon – 1:30 p.m.

Keynote Luncheon:
Theater seating will be available for those without lunch tickets
The Honorable T. Bella Dinh-Zarr, Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board
Introduction by: Elizabeth Heitman, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Noon – 1:30 p.m.

Bioethics Luncheon
Theater seating will be available for those without lunch tickets
“Changes in Research; Challenges in Ethics”
Christine Grady, National Institute of Health, Department of Health and Human Services
F}{\textit{Concurrent Session V}}

Noon – 1:30 p.m. | Business Ethics Luncheon
Lake Anne B  

Theater seating will be available for those without lunch tickets  
“Ethics in the Aerospace and Defense Industry”  

\textbf{Craig Cash}, Director, MST Ethics and Business; Director, Ethics Corporation Investigation, Lockheed Martin

Noon – 1:30 p.m. | Lunch and Topic Lunch –  
The Living Room  

\textit{Theater seating will be available for those without lunch tickets.}  

Table 1: Scientific Integrity at Federal Agencies  

\textbf{Moderator: Francesca T. Grifo}, Scientific Integrity, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  

Table 2: Learning for Ethical Leadership: We Know What We Taught Them, But What Did They Learn?  

\textbf{Moderator: Haydn McComas}, Education, University of South Australia

1:30 – 2:30 p.m. | \textit{Concurrent Session V}

Grand Ballroom B  

A. “Dealing with Patients: Bad idea? In what way?”  

\textbf{Lisa S. Parker}, Center for Bioethics and Health Law, University of Pittsburgh  

\textbf{Chair: Allyson Robichaud}, Philosophy and Comparative Religion, Cleveland State University

Lake Fairfax B  

B. “Adding Value in the Evolving Ethics and Compliance Industry”  

\textbf{Pat Harned}, Chief Executive Officer, Ethics and Compliance Initiative  

\textbf{Chair: Edward Carr}, Ethics and Compliance, Siemens Corporation

Lake Audubon  

C. Panel: Fiction, Film and Teaching Ethics  

\textbf{Felicia Nimue Ackerman}, Philosophy, Brown University  

\textbf{Michael Boylan}, Philosophy, Marymount University  

\textbf{Wanda Teays}, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University  

\textbf{Moderator: Julie Kirsch}, Philosophy, D’Youville College

Lake Thoreau  

D. Author Meets the Commentators: \textit{Worldly Virtue: Moral Ideals and Contemporary Life}  

\textbf{Judith Andre}, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology  

\textbf{Commentators:}  

\textbf{Alan Murphy}, Religion, Vanderbilt University  

\textbf{David Ozar}, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago  

\textbf{David H. Smith}, Poynter Center for Ethics and American Institutions, Indiana University

Lake Anne A  

E. Panel: Just Warfare, Information Warfare, and Cyber Offense  

\textbf{Andrew Bridges}, Philosophy, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  

\textbf{Richard Wilson}, Philosophy, Loyola University; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  

\textbf{Chair: Sam Martin}, Business, Realtor University

Town Center A  

F. “Beyond Journalism: Applying a Broader Virtue Ethics Framework to Media Ethics”  

\textbf{Rhema Zlaten}, Chief Executive Officer, Ethics and Compliance Initiative  

\textbf{Chair: Marilyn Dyrud}, Communication, Oregon Institute of Technology
Friday, February 19, 2016    2:30 – 3:30 pm    Concurrent Session VI – Poster Session I

Grand Ballroom A

1. “When the Arrow Came before the Trolley: Jewish Aspects of the Trolley Problem”
Tsuriel Rashi, Jerusalem Center for Ethics, Bar-Ilan University
2. “On the Assumption that Agents Own Their Actions”
Astrid Vicas, Philosophy, Theology, and Religion, Saint Leo University
Chair:
Peter Tan, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary's University, Los Angeles

Grand Ballroom E

Jason D. Borenstein, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology
Edward Spence, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University; 3TU Centre for Ethics and Technology
Chair:
Joseph Herkert, Genetic Engineering and Society Center, North Carolina State University

Lake Fairfax A.

I. “Implementing the US EPA Scientific Integrity Policy: Accomplishments and Challenges”
Francesca T. Grifo, Scientific Integrity, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Chair:
Heather Pease, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

Grand Ballroom F

J. Author Meets the Commentators: Developing Moral Sensitivity
Editors:
Deborah Mower, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University
Phyllis Vandenberg, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University
Authors:
Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Mark Dixon, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Elaine Englehardt, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University
David McGraw, Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University
Alan Preti, Institute for Ethical Leadership and Social Responsibility, Rosemont College
Michael Pritchard, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University
Commentators:
Jeff Byrnes, Religion, Grand Valley State University
Earl Spurgin, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago
Sharon Stringer, Psychology, Youngstown State University

2:30 – 3:15 p.m.
Break

Grand Ballroom D

2:30 – 3:15 p.m.

Concurrent Session VI

Poster Session I

1. “America COMPETES at 5 years: An Analysis of RCR Training Plans”
Trisha Phillips, Political Science, West Virginia University
Gillian Beach, Political Science, West Virginia University
Elizabeth Heitman, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Francesca Nestor, Political Science, West Virginia University
2. “Research Integrity in Publishing and Graduate Education: A comparative Study”
Franchesca Nestor, Political Science, West Virginia University
Gillian Beach, Political Science, West Virginia University
Trisha Phillips, Political Science, West Virginia University

3. “Perceptions and Predictors of Questionable Research Practices in the Biological Sciences”
Anita Gordon, Center for Academic Ethics, University of Northern Iowa
Helen Harton, Psychology, University of Northern Iowa

4. “Human Subjects Research at the Environmental Protection Agency”
Melinda Gormley, Reilly Center for Science, Technology, and Values, University of Notre Dame; American Association for the Advancement of Science, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Toby Schonfeld, Program in Human Research Ethics and Oversight, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

5. “Neutralizing Fair Credit: Factors that Influence Unethical Authorship Practices”
Barton Moffatt, Philosophy and Religion, Mississippi State University
Alicia Hall, (not presenting) Mississippi State University
Trisha Phillips, (not presenting) Political Science, West Virginia University
Brad S. Trinkle, (not presenting) Mississippi State University

6. “The National Academy of Sciences’ Educational Institutes on Responsible Science: An International Train-the-Trainees Program in Scientific Teaching on Research Integrity”
Elizabeth Heitman, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Lida Anestidou, Institute for Laboratory Animal Research, National Academy of Sciences
Jay Labov, Board on Life Sciences, National Academy of Sciences

7. “Suppressing the Courses: The Legality of Abortion in Colonial New England”
Ranana Dine, Undergraduate Award Winner - Religion, Williams College

3:15 – 4:15 p.m.  Concurrent Session VII

Grand Ballroom B
A. “The ABA Special Committee on Law and Bioethics: Bringing Law, Ethics and Health Care to the Table through Town Hall Meetings on Informed Consent”
Kayhan Parsi, Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, Loyola University Chicago
Jessie DeWeese, Bioethics, Cleveland Clinic
Nanette Elster, Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, Loyola University Chicago
Elizabeth Yang, Special Committee on Bioethics and Law, American Bar Association
Chair:
Kayhan Parsi, Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, Loyola University Chicago

Town Center A
B. “The ‘Covenant of Democracy’: An Alternative to the Business Model of Development”
James E. Roper, Philosophy, Michigan State University
Chair:
Robert F. Ladenson, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

Lake Anne A
C. “How Only Corporate Governance Can Save the World”
Nell Minow, J.D., Editor and Co-founder, The Corporate Library
Chair:
Gretchen A. Winter, Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society, University of Illinois
Friday, February 19, 2016  3:15 – 4:15 pm  Concurrent Session VII

**Grand Ballroom E**  
D.1. “Getting a Feel for Systems: A Problem-Based Approach to Teaching Environmental Ethics”  
Robert Kirkman, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology  
D.2. Pedagogical Demonstration: “Not So Frivolous Lawsuits”  
Marilyn Dyrud, Communication, Oregon Institute of Technology  
Chair:  
Spencer Stober, Leadership and Biology, Alvernia University

**Lake Thoreau**  
E. Panel: Cyberbullying vs. Human Flourishing  
Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham  
Michael C. Brannigan, Ethics and Moral Values, The College of Saint Rose  
Edward Spence, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University  
Alan P. Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham  
Chair:  
Spencer Stober, Leadership and Biology, Alvernia University

**Lake Audubon**  
F. “Intentionally Targeting Noncombatants with Non-Lethal Weapons”  
Todd Burkhardt, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy  
Chair:  
J. Brooke Hamilton, Business, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

**Town Center B**  
Lawrence Lengbeyer, Philosophy, U.S. Naval Academy  
Chair:  
Sandra Borden, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University

**Grand Ballroom A**  
H.1. “Reshaping Our Understanding of Morality in Light of the New Findings in the Human Sciences”  
Matthew Keefer, Educational Psychology Research and Evaluation, University of Missouri, St. Louis  
H.2. “Impartiality or Oikeiosis? Two Models of Universal Beneficence”  
Landon Frim, Philosophy, St. Joseph’s College - New York  
Chair:  
David H. Smith, Poynter Center for Ethics and American Institutions, Indiana University

**Grand Ballroom F**  
I. “Cultivating Cultures for Ethical STEM: NSF Cross-directorate Research Program Focused on Fostering Ethical STEM”  
Wenda Bauchspies, National Science Foundation  
Chair:  
Rachelle Hollander, National Academy of Engineering

**Lake Fairfax A**  
J. “The New Neuroethics”  
James Giordano, Neurology and Biochemistry, Georgetown University Medical Center  
John R. Shook, Philosophy, Bowie State University  
Chair:  
Simil Raghavan, National Academy of Engineering

**Lake Fairfax B**  
K. Panel: Developments in Practical and Professional Ethics at Renmin (peoples) University of China - And Beyond  
Cui Shuzhi, Renmin University of China  
Li Tong, Renmin University of China  
Zhang Xiao, Renmin University of China  
Moderator:  
Carl Mitcham, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines
4:30 – 6:00 p.m.  Concurrent Session VIII

Town Center B  A. Author Meets the Commentators: *Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology*

Kenneth W. Goodman, Ethics Programs, University of Miami

Commentators:

Cynthia Jones, Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley

Donald Searing, Syncere Systems

Moderator:

Mark Sheldon, Philosophy, Northwestern University


Walter Riker, Philosophy, University of West Georgia

B.2. "Corporate and Professional Authority: Conscientious Exemption in Organizational Contexts"

Yotam Lurie, Management, Gen-Gurion University

Chair:

Stephanie Birdsall, Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics, Arizona State University

Lake Fairfax A  C. “The Impact of Ethical Leadership”

Ann Skeet, Markkula Center for Applied Ethics, Santa Clara University

Moderator:

Daniel Wueste, Robert J. Rutland Institute for Ethics, Clemson University

Lake Thoreau  D. Author Meets the Commentators: *Asking Good Questions: Case Studies in Ethics and Critical Thinking*

Nancy Stanlick, Philosophy, University of Central Florida

Michael Strawser, Philosophy, University of Central Florida

Commentators:

Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University

Jason Scott Robert, Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics, Arizona State University

Rachel Robison-Greene, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

Lake Fairfax B  E. Panel: Topics at the Intersection of Democratic Deliberation and Ethics Education: Bioethics, Policy, Teaching Philosophies, and the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl

“Philosophies of Ethics Education: Can Ethics be Taught?”

Karen M. Meagher, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

“The Ethics Bowl and Ethics Education for Democratic Citizenship”

Robert F. Ladenson, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology


Lisa M. Lee, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Moderator:

Karen Meagher, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Lake Audubon  F. Author Meets the Commentators: *Japan’s March 2011 Triple Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between*

Michael C. Brannigan, Philosophy and Religion, The College of Saint Rose

Commentators:

Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham

Elaine E. Englehardt, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University

Atsushi Fujiki, Karume College, National Institute of Technology

Setsuko Matsuyama, Hitotsubashi University

Michael S. Pritchard, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University
Friday, February 19, 2016    4:30 – 6:00 pm    Concurrent Session VIII

Grand Ballroom A

G.1. Panel: Engineering and Evaluating Remotely Operated and Autonomous Weapons Systems
- Chris Korpela, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, United States Military Academy
- Michael Saxon, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy
- Mark Wilson, Villanova Ethics Program, Villanova University

G.2. "Robophobia: Military Robots and the Likelihood of Armed Conflict"
- Leonard Kahn, Philosophy, Loyola University - New Orleans

Moderator:
- James A. Brady III, Education, Olivet Nazarene University; East Georgia State College

Grand Ballroom B

H. Panel: Do We Have a Right to be Forgotten?
- "Forgetting as a Mercy Rather than a Right"
  - Sandra Borden, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University
  - Stephanie Craft, Journalism, University of Illinois

- "Concepts, Confusion and Conflicts in the Ethics of 'Unpublishing'"
- "The Semi-Coherent Roots of the Right to be Forgotten"
- Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield
- "Can Harm Come from Remembering What is True and Who has the Obligation to 'Forget' It?"
- David Ozar, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago
- "What Doesn’t Need to be Known Now Doesn’t Need to be Forgotten Later: The Case for an Ethic of Restraint"
- Wendy Wyatt, Communication and Journalism, University of St. Thomas

Chair:
- Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

Grand Ballroom F

I. "Self-Driving Cars and the Ethical Responsibilities of Design Engineers"
- Joseph Herkert, Genetic Engineering and Society Center, North Carolina State University
- Jason D. Borenstein, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology

Chair:
- Michael Loui, Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Illinois

Grand Ballroom E

J.1. “Perceptions and Predictors of Questionable Research Practices in the Social Sciences”
- Anita Gordon, Center for Academic Ethics, University of Northern Iowa
- Helen C. Harton, Psychology, University of Northern Iowa

J.2. “How Do Social Scientists Conceptualize and Implement Research Ethics and Integrity Throughout the Research Process”
- Heather A. Pease, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

Chair:
- Melinda Gormley, Reilly Center for Science, Technology, and Values, University of Notre Dame; American Association for the Advancement of Science, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Special Meeting

5:30 pm – 6:30 pm    Ethics Bowl Feedback Session

Reston A
APPE Author Reception and Book Signing Featuring:
*denotes current APPE Member

Bradley R. Agle
Research Companion to Ethical Behavior in Organizations: Constructs and Measures, Edward Elgar Publications

Judith Andre
Worldly Virtue: Moral Ideals and Contemporary Life, Lexington Books

Rosalyn W. Berne*
Creating Life from Life: Biotechnology and Science Fiction, Pan Stanford

Michael Brannigan*
Japan’s March 2011 Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between, Lexington Books

James Giordano
Neurotechnology in National Security and Defense: Practical Considerations, Neuroethical Concerns, CRC Press

Kenneth Goodman*
Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology: Intelligent Machines and the Transformation of Health Care, Cambridge University Press

J Britt Holbrook, Carl Mitcham*

Pamela Lomelino*
Community, Autonomy and Informed Consent; Revisiting the Philosophical Foundation for Informed Consent in International Research, Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Pauline Mosley and S. Keith Hargrove
Navigating Academia: A Guide for Women and Minority STEM Faculty, Academic Press

Deborah Mower* and Phyllis Vandenberg, editors
Developing Moral Sensitivity, Routledge

Nancy Stanlick* and Michael Strawser*

Wanda Teays*
Business Ethics Through Movies: A Case Study Approach, Wiley-Blackwell

Paul B. Thompson*
From Field to Fork: Food Ethics for Everyone, Oxford University Press

#EthicsChat
Stephen J.A. Ward*

Radical Media Ethics, Wiley-Blackwell

7:30 p.m.
Regency Ballroom

Annual Conference 25th Anniversary Awards Ceremony
and Recognitions Banquet

Chairs: Stuart D. Yoak, APPE Executive Director
Sarah K.A. Pfatteicher, APPE Executive Board Chair, Agricultural and Life Sciences,
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Please see page 4 for Award Winners
Twenty-fifth Annual Conference
Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

Saturday, February 20, 2016

8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  Annual Conference Registration
Grand Ballroom D

7:00 – 8:00 a.m.  Business Ethics SIS Breakfast Meeting
Living Room
Convener:
Gretchen A. Winter, Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society, University of Illinois

8:00 a.m. – Noon  Book Resource Room
Grand Ballroom D

3:00 – 5:00 p.m.  Book Sale
All proceeds from the sale of display books helps the Association defray the costs of providing the Resource Room at the Annual Conference each year
Grand Ballroom D

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.  Concurrent Session IX

Grand Ballroom F  A. “Pharmacogenomics and the Future of Healthcare Relationships”
Mark H. Dixon, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Vassiliki L. Leontis, Philosophy, Bowling Green State University
Chair:
Yvette Pearson, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Old Dominion University

Grand Ballroom A  B.1. Pedagogical Demonstration: “A Blueprint for Integrating an Extracurricular Student Activity into a Business Ethics Course”
Michael R. Fricke, Business, University of Illinois
Kathryn M. Rybka, Business, University of Illinois

B.2. “Future Imperfect: Pedagogical Tools for the Ethical Practice of Public Relations”
Jane Stoneman McNichol, Communication Studies, Mount Royal University
Chair:
Glenn W. Sinclair, Education and Ethics, Simon Fraser University and Concordia University (Alberta)

Grand Ballroom E  C. “Title IX, Confidentiality, and Constraining Privacy”
Sandra Hansmann, Rehabilitative Services, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Cynthia Jones, Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
Anne Marie Stachura, Modern Languages and Literatures, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Chair:
Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University

Town Center B  D. “On the Moral Standing of Enhanced Humans: What is the Relevance of Intellectual Capacity to a Being’s Moral Standing?”
Aaron Simmons, Philosophy, Marywood University
Chair:
Andrew Piker, Philosophy, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Saturday, February 20, 2016   9:00 – 9:45 am   Concurrent Session X – Poster Session II

Lake Anne A
E. “The Ethical Community of Social Workers in Maine”
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University
Chair:
H. Ralph Wilburn, Management, St. Edward's University

Town Center A
F. “Ethics of Exclusion in Epics: The Perpetual Native”
Roslyn Satchel, Communication, Pepperdine University
Chair:
Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg

Lake Audubon
G. “Vicarious Apologies as Moral Repair”
Andrew I. Cohen, Jean Beer Blumenfeld Center for Ethics, Georgia State University
Chair:
Karen Spear, Center for Organizational Ethics, Marian University

Lake Fairfax B
H. Panel: Ethics of Science, Technology, and Society in China
Jianan Guo, Philosophy, Northeastern University; University of North Texas
Xiaowei Huang, Tsinghua University
Zhiyuan Wu, Kegley Guangxi University for Nationalities
Zhilin Xu, Beihang University
Chenggang Zhang, Tsinghua University
Qin Zhu, Engineering, Purdue University
Moderator:
Carl Mitcham, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines

Grand Ballroom B
I. “From Practice to Research: A Plan for Cross-Course Assessment of Instruction in Engineering Ethics”
Michael Davis, Humanities, Illinois Institute of Technology
Chair:
Elisabeth Hildt, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

Lake Fairfax A
J.1. “On the Monopoly Over the Use of Force and the Problem of Canada”
Alan Tomhave, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University
Michael Funke, Philosophy, Walters State College
Chair:
Terrence Kelly, Philosophy, University of Alaska - Anchorage

9:00 – 9:45 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D
Break

9:00 – 9:45 a.m.

Concurrent Session X

Poster Session II

Felicia Stokes, Center for Ethics and Human Rights, American Nurses Association

2. “Impact of Online versus Face-to-Face Instruction on Appraisal Students' Morality Levels”
Sam Martin, Business, Realtor University
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3. “Education in Ethics through Experience”  
Donna C. Tonini, National Center for Professional and Research Ethics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

4. “The Effectiveness of Using Movies in an Online Ethics and Professionalism Course for DPT Students”  
Renee Mazurek, Kinesiology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Jill O. Jaspersen, Accounting and Business Law, Utah Valley University

6. “Cases for Teaching Responsible Communication of Science”  
Jean Goodwin, English, Iowa State University  
Michael Dahlstrom, Journalism and Communication, Iowa State University  
Marilyn Kemis, Engineering, Iowa State University  
Clark Wolf, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Iowa State University  
Christine Hutchison, Food Science and Human Nutrition, Iowa State University

7. “Online Ethics Center for Engineering and Science Enhancements”  
Frazier Benya, National Academy of Engineering  
Rachelle Hollander, National Academy of Engineering  
Karin D. Ellison, Center for Biology and Society, Arizona State University  
Simil Raghavan, National Academy of Engineering  
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

8. “Engineering Ethics Education in a Globalized World: A Comparative Study on Values”  
Fumihiko Tochinai, Kanazawa Institute of Technology

9. “Refining the Ethical Perspective through Survey to Enhance Guidance Researchers”  
Lora L. Lopez, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University  
Lisa J. James, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University  
Ralph E. Ferguson, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University

10. Undergraduate Poster - “Just Healthcare: A Rawlsian Liberal-Egalitarian Perspective on the Accessibility and Affordability of Treatment for Chronic Hepatitis C Patients”  
Samantha Strong, Philosophy, Indiana University

11. Undergraduate Award Winner “Reproductive Choice and Disability Rights: Ethical Implications of Terminating Fetuses with Disabilities”  
Eri Svenson, Philosophy, Harper College

12. “Variations on Common Themes: Baccalaureate-Level Introduction to Bioethics”  
Alan Murphy, Religion, Vanderbilt University Center for Biomedical Ethics

9:45 – 10:45 a.m.  
Concurrent Session XI

Lake Fairfax A  
A. “Alliance Building in Women’s Healthcare”  
Barry DeCoster, Humanities and Communication, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences  
Wendy Parker, Basic and Social Sciences, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences  
Chair:  
Julia A. Pedroni, Philosophy, Williams College
Saturday, February 20, 2016  9:45 – 10:45 am  Concurrent Session XI

Lake Anne A  

Maneesha Sakhuja, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Chair:
Cynthia Jones, Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley

Grand Ballroom A  
C.1. “A Field Guide to the 13 Fundamental Ethical Dilemmas in Business”

Bradley R. Agle, Management, Brigham Young University

C.2. Pedagogical Demonstration: “Teaching Ethical Leadership: The Creation of Business Ethics Ambassadors”

Michelle Darnell, Business Administration, University of Florida
Kelsey Noris, Business Administration, University of Florida
Miriam Pinedo, Business Administration, University of Florida
Ariela Steinburg, Business Administration, University of Florida

Chair:
Cara Biasucci, Business, Government and Society, University of Texas at Austin

Lake Thoreau  
D.1. “Applying Ethical Theories to Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Cases: A Heuristic Model”

Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University

D.2. Case Study: “Ethics Bowl as a Pedagogical Tool for Science Research Ethics Education”

Andrew Cullison, Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics, DePauw University
Jacquelyn Stephens, Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics, DePauw University

Chair:
Roberta Israeloff, Humanities and Communication, California State University, Monterey Bay

Grand Ballroom E  
E.1. “Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, and Big Data; Challenges for Ethical Decision Making”

Kathleen Wilburn, Management, St. Edward’s University
H. Ralph Wilburn, Management, St. Edward’s University


Rochelle E. Tractenberg, Neurobiology, Biostatistics, Bioinformatics, and Biomathematics, Georgetown University Medical Center

Chair:
James Giordano, Neurology and Biochemistry, Georgetown University Medical Center

Lake Audubon  
F. Case Study: “Fact Finding and Correction in the Digital Era: A Case Study Presentation”

Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Nancy Levine, Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles

Chair:
Chris Roberts, Journalism, University of Alabama

Grand Ballroom B  
G. “Teaching Ethical Reasoning: Incorporating Context and Moral Remainder”

Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

Chair:
Darcia Narvaez, Psychology, University of Notre Dame

Lake Fairfax B  

Chadwick Wang, Institute of Science, Technology and Society, Tsinghua University; History of Science, Harvard University

Moderator:
Gabriel Palmer-Fernandez, Dr. James Dale Ethics Center, Youngstown State University

#APPE2016
Grand Ballroom F
I. “25 Year of Ethics Across the Curriculum: An Assessment”
   Michael Davis, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
   Elisabeth Hildt, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
   Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
   Chair:
   James Quinn, Organizational Leadership, Oakland University

Town Center A
J. “The Credentials Problem for Moral Expertise”
   Jamie Carlin Watson, Philosophy, Broward College
   Chair:
   George W. Sherman, Applied Ethics Institute and COPE Zambia, St. Petersburg College

Town Center B
K. “Punishment and Democratic Rights”
   Steven Swartzer, Early Career Scholar Award Winner - Parr Center for Ethics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
   Chair:
   Phyllis Vandenberg, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University

11:00 a.m. – Noon
Regency Ballroom
Plenary Session II
25th Anniversary Plenary
Welcome and Introduction of Keynote Speaker
   Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
   Stuart D. Yoak, Executive Director, Association for Practical and Professional Ethics
   “Looking Back and Looking Forward: The Future of Practical and Professional Ethics”
   Sissela Bok, Ph.D., Distinguished Visiting Fellow, Harvard School of Public Health, Center for Population Studies, Harvard University
   Dennis F. Thompson, Ph.D., Emeritus Alfred North Whitehead Professor of Political Philosophy, Faculty of Arts and Sciences and Emeritus Professor, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University

12:15 – 1:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom G
25th Anniversary Executive Board Luncheon

12:15 – 1:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom C
Lunch With an Author
   Bradley Agle
   Rosalyn Berne
   Michael Brannigan
   J. Brit Holbrook and Carl Mitcham
   James Giordano
   Research Companion to Ethical Behavior in Organizations: Constructs and Measures, Edward Elgar Publishing
   Creating Life from Life: Biotechnology and Science Fiction, Pan Stanford
   Japan’s March 2011 Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between, Lexington Books
   Neurotechnology in National Security and Defense: Practical Considerations, Neuroethical Concerns, CRC Press

#EthicsChat
Saturday, February 20, 2016  12:15 – 1:30 pm  Lunch with an Author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth W. Goodman</td>
<td>Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology: Intelligent Machines and the Transformation of Health Care, Cambridge University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Lomelino</td>
<td>Community, Autonomy and Informed Consent: Revisiting the Philosophical Foundation for Informed Consent in International Research, Cambridge Scholars Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Mower and Phyllis Vandenberg, editors</td>
<td>Developing Moral Sensitivity, Routledge Studies in Ethics and Moral Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul B. Thompson</td>
<td>From Field to Fork: Food Ethics for Everyone, Oxford University Press</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12:15 – 1:30 p.m.

**Lunch/ Topic Lunch**

*Theater seating will be available for those without lunch tickets*

**Table 1:** Talking Media Ethics from the Front Lines

Invited guests:  
**Ron Nixon,** New York Times  
**Ted Mellnick,** The Washington Post  
Moderator: **Chris Roberts,** Journalism, University of Alabama

**Table 2:** Confidentiality, Violence Against Women, Title IX, and Consent  
Moderator: **Cynthia Jones,** Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley

**Book Resource Room purchases may be picked up between 12:30 – 2:30 p.m.**

1:30 – 3:00 p.m.

**Concurrent Session XII**

**Grand Ballroom B**  
A. Author Meets the Commentators: Community, Autonomy and Informed Consent: Revisiting the Philosophical Foundation for Informed Consent in International Research

**Pamela Lomelino,** Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago  
Commentators:  
**Kenneth Goodman,** Ethics Programs, University of Miami  
**Elizabeth Heitman,** Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center  
**Lisa Rasmussen,** Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Charlotte  
Chair:  
**Elizabeth Heitman,** Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Saturday, February 20, 2016  1:30 – 3:00 pm   Concurrent Session XII

   Alan A. Preti, Institute for Ethical Leadership and Social Responsibility, Rosemont College
   Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland at Baltimore County
   Erik Wingrove Haugland, Humanities, United States Coast Guard Academy
B.2. Case Study: “Clear the Air about the VW Diesel Cheat: Professional Ethics Under the Hood”
   Keith W. Miller, Education, University of Missouri, St. Louis
   Chair:
   Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland at Baltimore County

Lake Anne A  C.1. “Your Feelings Are Wrong”
   Stephen Miller, Best Formal Paper on Pre-College Ethics Winner, Philosophy, Marist College
   Daniel J. Mahoney, Leadership and Administration, Gonzaga University
   Chair:
   Dennis Cooley, Northern Plains Ethics Institute, North Dakota State University

Lake Thoreau  D. Panel: 20 Years of Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl: Pedagogical and Collegial Promise and Fulfillment
   Julie Pedroni, Philosophy, Williams College
   Andrew Speen, Ethics Bowl Alumni
   Meghan Snow, Ethics Bowl Alumni
   Mark Wilson, Ethics Program, Villanova University
   Chair:
   Mark Doorley, Ethics Program, Villanova University

   Elliot D. Cohen, National Philosophical Counseling Association; Humanities, Indian River State College
E.2. Panel: Ethical Issues in Counseling: A Panel Discussion Across Four Professions
   Stephanie J. Bird, Science and Engineering Ethics Journal
   Elliot D. Cohen, National Philosophical Counseling Association; Humanities, Indian River State College
   Gale Cohen, Human Services, Indian River State College
   Gretchen A. Winter, Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
   Chair:
   Michael Davis, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

Town Center B  F. “Normative dimensions of social work”
   Solveig Botnen Eide, Sociology and Social Work, University of Agder
   Chair:
   Nancy Stanlick, Philosophy, University of Central Florida

Grand Ballroom E  G. “The Year of Conversation in Review: Reporting Results and Planning Next Steps”
   Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
   Jess Miner, Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University
   Kenneth Pimple, Poynter Center for Ethics and American Institutions, Indiana University
   Stuart Yoak, Association for Practical and Professional Ethics
   Chair:
   Stuart D. Yoak, Association for Practical and Professional Ethics

#EthicsChat
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Saturday, February 20, 2016   3:00 – 5:00 pm   Annual Book Resource Room Book Sale

Lake Audubon
H. Panel: W.D. Ross in Theory and Practice
  Glen Miller, Philosophy, Texas A&M University
  Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield
  Peter Tan, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University, Los Angeles
  Moderator:
  Wanda Teays, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University, Los Angeles

Lake Fairfax B
I. Panel: Infusing Ethics into the Development of Engineers: Exemplary Approaches
  Frazier Benya, Center for Engineering Ethics and Society, National Academy of Engineering
  Curtis Abel, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
  Jonathan Beever, Computer and Information Sciences, University of Alabama at Birmingham
  Nick Campbell, Civil Engineering; Social Science and Policy Studies; History, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
  Matthew Eckelman, Northeastern University
  Laura Grossenbacher, University of Wisconsin
  Cortney Holles, Colorado School of Mines
  Deborah Johnson, University of Virginia
  Robert Kirkman, Georgia Technical University
  Yanna Lambrinidou, Science and Technology, Virginia Tech University
  Tobias Rossmann, Lafayette University
  Moderator:
  Frazier Benya, Center for Engineering Ethics and Society, National Academy of Engineering

Lake Fairfax a
J. Author Meets the Commentators: From Field to Fork: Food Ethics for Everyone
  Paul B. Thompson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago
  Commentators:
  Anne Barnhill, Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
  Ray Boisvert, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
  Allen Thompson, Ethics Programs, University of Miami

3:00 – 3:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D
Break

3:00 – 5:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D
Book Resource Room – Book Sale
All funds made from the book sale support the Association and help offset the costs to provide the Book Resource Room at the Annual Conference each year
3:30 – 5:00 p.m  Concurrent Session XIII

Grand Ballroom E  
A. Panel: Diversity in Academia: Alternate Paths for Participation  
Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Pauline Mosley, Computer and Information Sciences, Pace University  
Rosemarie Tillman, Lane Community College, Linn-Benton Community College  
Moderator:  
Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Lake Fairfax B  
B.1. Case Study Presentation - “AIG (American International Group) and Its Ethical Issues”  
Behnaz Quigley, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University  
B.2. Case Study Presentation - “Bookkeeper’s Dilemma: A Case for Discussion”  
Timothy Shiell, Undergraduate Studies, University of Texas at Austin  
Chair:  
Gary Rubin, Business, University of Leeds

Grand Ballroom B  
C. Panel: The Ethics of Commercialization: The University as Business Incubator  
John Farah, Red Team Associates  
William Marshall, Center for Entrepreneurship, University of South Florida  
Jacquelyn Michel, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley  
Thomas Pearson, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley  
Linda Pullan, Pullan Consulting  
Moderator:  
Thomas Pearson, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley

Lake Thoreau  
D. Panel: Ethics Bowl: Forging Relationships with the Academy and Communities  
Brett Fulkerson-Smith, Philosophy, Harper College  
John Garcia, Philosophy, Harper College  
Richard Greene, Philosophy, Weber State University  
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology  
Steven Swartzer, Parr Center for Ethics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Moderator:  
Roberta Israeloff, Squire Family Foundation

Lake Anne A  
E.1. Panel: Re-thinking Medelian Genetics: What are the Ethical Implications for the Use of CRISPR Together with Gene Drive in Humans  
Michael W. Nestor, The Hussman Institute for Autism  
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County  
Jesse L. Kirkpatrick, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; National Security Analysis, Johns Hopkins University  
Andrew Light, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; Center for Global Ethics  
Chair:  
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University

Lake Fairfax A  
F. Case Study: “Stuck in the Middle with You: A Case Study of the Ethical Conflicts of State and Federal Marijuana Laws in Solid Organ Transplant Social Work”  
Greg Pugh, Social Work, Portland State University  
Chair:  
Deborah Mower, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University

#EthicsChat  32
Town Center A

G.1. “The Professional Responsibilities of Teachers of Professional Ethics”
Erik Wingrove Haugland, Humanities, United States Coast Guard Academy

G.2. “Professional Ethics, Trust, and Second-Person Reasons”
Terrence M. Kelly, Philosophy, University of Alaska - Anchorage

Moderator:
Andrew Cullison, Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics, DePauw University

Grand Ballroom A

H. Panel: Human Nature and its Implications for Ethics and Education
Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Elaine Englehardt, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University
Josina Makau, Humanities and Communication, California State University, Monterey Bay
Darcia Narvaez, Psychology, University of Notre Dame

Michael Pritchard, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University

Chairs:
Josina Makau, Humanities and Communication, California State University, Monterey Bay
Darcia Narvaez, Psychology, University of Notre Dame

Grand Ballroom F

I. Case Study: “Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill: An Ethics Case Study in Environmental Engineering”
Jonathan Beever, Philosophy, University of Central Florida
Andrew O. Brightman, Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University
Justin L. Hess, Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University

Chair:
Aaron Simmons, Philosophy, Marywood University

5:15 – 6:00 p.m. APPE Members Meeting
Lake Audubon

Reports from the Executive Director and Executive Board

7:00 p.m. APPE Saturday Social Hour

Look for the flier in your folder

8:00 – 10:00 p.m. Ethics Bowl Registration
Grand Ballroom D. Foyer
# Twentieth Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl℠

Sunday, February 21 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 8:35 a.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D Foyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 9:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Breakfast for Ethics Bowl℠ Judges and Moderators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Audubon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40 – 9:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 a.m. – 2:45 p.m.</td>
<td>Twentieth Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl℠ Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Ethics Bowl℠ preliminary competition will be held in the following rooms:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom A, B, C, E, F, G, Regency Ballroom A, B, Lake Fairfax A, B,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lake Anne A, B, Lake Thoreau, Town Center A/B, Reston A, Reston B,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reston C, the Living Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 – 10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>First Set of Matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 a.m. – 12:00 Noon</td>
<td>Second Set of Matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 Noon – 1:15 p.m.</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 – 5:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Judges’ Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Audubon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 – 2:45 p.m.</td>
<td>Third Set of Matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 – 3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Team Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 3:45 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 – 5:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Quarter Finals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency Ballroom A, Lake Fairfax A, Lake Anne A, Grand Ballroom G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 – 6:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Dinner Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 – 7:45 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Semi-Finals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency Ballroom B, Grand Ballroom C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 9:15 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Finals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Ballroom D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 – 11:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency Ballroom A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monday, February 22, 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Ethics Bowl℠ Regional Reps and Committee Meeting - The Living Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– The Living Room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl® National Championship
Qualifying Teams

Northeast – (Winner) Tufts University, coached by Susan Russinoff; Union College, coached by Calmers Clark; United States Military Academy, coached by Saythala Phonexayphova and Timothy Leone; Sacred Heart University, coached by Ono Ekeh and Gordon Purves.

Southeast – (Winner) Samford University, coached by Bryan Johnson and Wilton Bunch; U.S. Naval Academy, coached by Shaun Baker; University of Richmond, coached by Michele Bedsaul and Jessica Flanigan; University of Tampa, coached by Marcus Arvan; University of Baltimore, coached by Alfred Guy.

Central States – (Winner) Taylor University, coached by Jim Spiegel; St. Mary-of-the-Woods College, coached by Kathryn Myers and Austin Somers; Illinois Wesleyan University, coached by Emily Kelehan and Andy Engen; Indiana University, coached by Joseph Bartzel; Youngstown State University, Alan Tomhave.

Texas – (Winner) Oklahoma Christian University, coached by Dr. Jeff Simmons; Texas Lutheran University, coached by H. David Baer; Oklahoma City University, coached by James Guzak and Justin Wareham; Cameron University, coached by John K. Masters.

Wasatch – (Winner) Utah State University, coached by Erica Holberg; Weber State University, Rachel Robison-Greene.

Northwest – (Winner) Whitman College, coached by Patrick Frierson; Whitworth University, coached by Mike Ingram and Keith Wyma; Seattle Pacific University, coached by Leland Saunders.

Mid-Atlantic – Lynchburg College, coached by Laura Kicklighter and Courtney Zongrone; University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, coached by Joshua Blanchard and Sam Reis-Dennis; St. Mary’s College of Maryland, coached by Michael Taber.

Upper Midwest – (Winner) Ripon College, coached by Lindsay Blumer; Macalester College, coached by Richard Lesicko; Bowling Green State University, coached by Ian Young and Christian Coons; Northwestern University, coached by Mark Sheldon.

Rocky Mountain – (Winner) Colorado School of Mines, coached by Sandy Woodson and Toni Lefton; University of Colorado, Denver, coached by Candice Shelby and Gavbriel Amosc-Regueros.

California – (Winner) California State University, Bakersfield, coached by Debra Jackson; San Jose State University, coached by Michael Jordan and Kyle Yrigoyen; University of California, Santa Barbara, coached by Sherri Lynn Conkli and David Mokriski.

Two Year College Ethics Bowl Nationals – (Winner) Harper College, coached by John Garcia and Brett Fulkerson-Smith.
Annual Conference 2016: Topical List of Program Sessions

Thursday

Bioethics Programs
Thursday, February 18

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

“The Expansion of Ethics: Same-sex Marriage Debates in American Physicians' Associations”
Sorcha A. Brophy, Sociology, University of Pittsburgh

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Monsters and Mazes of Medical Care: Lessons from Frankenstein and Kafka”
Jeffrey Byrnes, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University

Panel: “Medical Ethics, Health Policy and Prosthetics”
Mark B. Lyles, Health and Securities Studies, U.S. Naval War College
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Business Ethics Programs

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

“Opportunities and Challenges of Interacting with Small and Medium Sized Organizations as part of the Future of Practical and Professional Ethics”
J. Brooke Hamilton, Business, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

“Conflicts of Interest in Social Hybrid Business Entities”
Michael Ryan Fricke, Business Administration, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Exploring the Effectiveness of Codes of Ethics Designed By For-Profit Self-Identified Christian Companies: Phase 1”
James A. Brady III, Education, Olivet Nazarene University; East Georgia State College

“A Network Theory Perspective on the Evolution of Unethical Sales Practices”
Irfan Ameer, Karen M.T. Muskavitch Paper Award, Marketing and International Business, University of Turku

Education Ethics Programs – Theory and Practice

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

“Thinking about Bias”
Lisa H. Kretz, Philosophy, University of Evansville

“Ethical Reasoning in a World of Intuition-Driven post hoc Moral Rationalization: A University Project”
William J. Hawk, The Madison Collaborative, James Madison University

#EthicsChat
Pedagogical Demonstration: “Navigating Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace”
Jennifer Eury, Management, Pennsylvania State University
Julie A. Del Giorno, Ethics and Compliance, Pennsylvania State University

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“A New Field of Applied Ethics: Education Ethics”
Matthew Stolick, Philosophy, University of Findlay

Law and Society Ethics Programs

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

“Dangerous Liaisons: Adultery and the Public Morality of Presidents”
Joanne Ciulla, Jepson School of Leadership Studies, University of Richmond

“Ethical Learning vs Ethical Noise: Learning for Ethical Competence and Ethical Leadership in a Law Enforcement Environment”
Haydn McComas, Education, University of South Australia

“Are African-American Athletes and Celebrities Obligated Not to Use the N-Word?”
Earl Spurgin, Philosophy, John Carroll University

“Sex and Lies on Videotape: A Defense of Pornography Regulation”
Vassiliki L. Leontis, Philosophy, Bowling Green State University

“On Promising the Uncertain: Are Campaign Promises Ever Permissible”
Alida Liberman, Rotman Institute of Philosophy, University of Western Ontario

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“A Limit to the Market: Hegel’s Concept of Personhood”
Victoria I. Burke, Philosophy, University of Guelph

Panel: “Medical Ethics, Health Policy and Prosthetics”
Mark B. Lyles, Health and Securities Studies, U.S. Naval War College
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Media and Journalism Ethics Programs

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Objectivity Beyond the Red Line: A Case for Binocularity in War Reporting”
Mayli Mertens, Graduate Student Paper Award, Center for Applied Ethics, Linköping University

Moral Theory Programs

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

“Thinking about Bias”
Lisa H. Kretz, Philosophy, University of Evansville
“Ethics, Meaning and Career Choice”
John Uglietta, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Contemplating Compassion: The Practice of Contemplation/Mindfulness in the Formation of 'Unity of Self in Union with Others'”
Karen Spear, Center for Organizational Ethics, Marian University

Professional Ethics Programs

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Contemplating Compassion: The Practice of Contemplation/Mindfulness in the Formation of 'Unity of Self in Union with Others'”
Karen Spear, Center for Organizational Ethics, Marian University

Research Ethics Programs

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“On Minimizing Potential Observer Bias in Ethological Research”
Todd M. Freeberg, Psychology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Gordon M. Burghardt, (not presenting) Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

STEM Ethics Programs (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math)

Concurrent Session I – 4:15 p.m.

Case Study: “Postphenomenology and Anticipatory Ethics”
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University, Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Concurrent Session II – 5:30 p.m.

“Soon They'll Know Our Secrets: A SF Story in Creating Life from Life: Biotechnology and Science Fiction”
Rosalyn Berne, Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Virginia

“Teaching Science and Technology Ethics Using the Capabilities Approach: Designing Flourishing Societies”
David K. McGraw, Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University
Bioethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“Medical Decision-Making for Patients Without Proxies: The Effect of Personal Experience in the Deliberative Process”
Allyson L. Robichaud, Philosophy and Comparative Religion, Cleveland State University

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“The American Dental Association Principles of Ethics and Code of Professional Conduct: Celebrating 150 years of Putting the Patient First”
Nanette R. Elster, Neiswanger Institute for Ethics, Loyola University Chicago
Elizabeth Reynolds, American College of Dentistry

Bioethics and Research Ethics Luncheon – Noon

“Changes in Research; Challenges in Ethics”
Christine Grady, National Institute of Health, Department of Health and Human Services

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.

“Dealing with Patients: Bad idea? In what way?”
Lisa S. Parker, Center for Bioethics and Health Law, University of Pittsburgh

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“The ABA Special Committee on Law and Bioethics: Bringing Law, Ethics and Health Care to the Table through Town Hall Meetings on Informed Consent”
Kayhan Parsi, Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, Loyola University Chicago
Jessie DeWeese, Bioethics, Cleveland Clinic
Nanette Elster, Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, Loyola University Chicago
Elizabeth Yang, Special Committee on Bioethics and Law, American Bar Association

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Author Meets the Commentators: Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology
Kenneth W. Goodman, Ethics Programs, University of Miami

Commentators:
Cynthia Jones, Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
Donald Searing, Syncere Systems

Walter Riker, Philosophy, University of West Georgia
Business Ethics Programs

Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“Influencing Ethical Judgments in Business Organizations”
Adam Kronk, Notre Dame Deloitte Center for Ethical Leadership, University of Notre Dame

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Advisers and the Fiduciary Duty Debate”
Gary D. Rubin, Business, University of Leeds

Business Ethics Luncheon – Noon

Craig Cash, Director, MST Ethics and Business; Director, Ethics Corporation Investigation, LockHeed Martin

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.

“Adding Value in the Evolving Ethics and Compliance Industry”
Pat Harned, Chief Executive Officer, Ethics and Compliance Initiative

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“The 'Covenant of Democracy': an Alternative to the Business Model of Development”
James E. Roper, Philosophy, Michigan State University

“How Only Corporate Governance Can Save the World”
Nell Minow, J.D., Editor and Co-founder, The Corporate Library

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Yotam Lurie, Management, Gen-Gurion University

“The Impact of Ethical Leadership”
Ann Skeet, Markkula Center for Applied Ethics, Santa Clara University

Education Ethics Programs – Theory and Practice

Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“The Language of School Reform”
Jo Ann Carson, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University

“Student Perspectives of a Blended Learning Approach to Teaching Research Ethics”
William L. Gannon, Research Ethics, University of New Mexico
Sue Wilder, Information and Learning, University of New Mexico
Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

Pedagogical Demonstration: “Behavioral Ethics: Lessons from Ordinary People During the Holocaust”
Nicholas Lennon, Leadership Education and Development, George Mason University
JoAnna Wasserman, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Panel: “Ethics Education in a Digital Era”
Cara Biasucci, Business, Government and Society, University of Texas at Austin
Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Jess Miner, Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University
Moderator:
Cara Biasucci, Business, Government and Society, University of Texas at Austin

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.

Panel: Fiction, Film and Teaching Ethics
Felicia Nimue Ackerman, Philosophy, Brown University
Michael Boylan, Philosophy, Marymount University
Wanda Teays, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University
Moderator:
Julie Kirsch, Philosophy, D’Youville College

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“Getting a Feel for Systems: A Problem-Based Approach to Teaching Environmental Ethics”
Robert Kirkman, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology

Pedagogical Demonstration: “Not So Frivolous Lawsuits”
Marilyn Dyrud, Communication, Oregon Institute of Technology

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Author Meets the Commentators: Asking Good Questions: Case Studies in Ethics and Critical Thinking
Nancy Stanlick, Philosophy, University of Central Florida
Michael Strawser, Philosophy, University of Central Florida

Commentators:
Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Jason Scott Robert, Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics, Arizona State University
Rachel Robison-Greene, University of Massachusetts – Amherst

Panel: Topics at the Intersection of Democratic Deliberation and Ethics Education: Bioethics, Policy, Teaching Philosophies, and the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl
“Philosophies of Ethics Education: Can Ethics be Taught?”
Karen M. Meagher, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues
“The Ethics Bowl and Ethics Education for Democratic Citizenship”
Robert F. Ladenson, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
Lisa M. Lee, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues
Moderator:
Karen Meagher, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues
Law and Society Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.
“A Hookup Of One's Own: Female Sexuality and Derivatization in Guyland”
Allison Wolf, Philosophy, Simpson College

“Drivers of Navy Ethics: Compliance, Character, and Technology”
Thomas Creely, Operational and Strategic Leadership, U.S. Naval War College
Michael Riordan, (not presenting) Military, U.S. Naval War College; United States Navy

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.
“Civic Trust and the Free Rider Problem”
Anne C. Ozar, Philosophy, Creighton University
Amy E. Wendling, (not presenting) Philosophy, Creighton University

“Who Owes What to War Refugees”
Jennifer Kling, Philosophy, Siena Heights University

“Some Considerations from Moral Psychology”
Lisa H. Newton, Community Development and Applied Economics, University of Vermont

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.
Author Meets the Commentators: Worldly Virtue: Moral Ideals and Contemporary Life
Judith Andre, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology
Commentators:
Alan Murphy, Religion, Vanderbilt University
David Ozar, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago
David H. Smith, Philosophy, Indiana University

Panel: Just Warfare, Information Warfare, and Cyber Offense
Andrew Bridges, Philosophy, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Concurrent Session VI – 2:30 p.m. – Poster Session I
Undergraduate Award Winner: “Suppressing the Courses: The Legality of Abortion in Colonial New England”
Ranana Dine, Undergraduate Award Winner - Religion, Williams College

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.
Panel: Cyberbullying vs. Human Flourishing
Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham
Michael C. Brannigan, Ethics and Moral Values, The College of Saint Rose
Edward Spence, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University
Alan P. Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham
Moderator:
Raquel Diaz-Sprague, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham
“Intentionally Targeting Noncombatants with Non-Lethal Weapons”

**Todd Burkhardt**, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy

**Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.**

Panel: Topics at the Intersection of Democratic Deliberation and Ethics Education: Bioethics, Policy, Teaching Philosophies, and the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl

“Philosophies of Ethics Education: Can Ethics be Taught?”

**Karen M. Meagher**, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

“The Ethics Bowl and Ethics Education for Democratic Citizenship”

**Robert F. Ladenson**, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology


**Lisa M. Lee**, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Moderator:

**Karen Meagher**, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Author Meets the Commentators: *Japan’s March 2011 Triple Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between*

**Michael C. Brannigan**, Philosophy and Religion, The College of Saint Rose

Commentators:

**Raquel Diaz-Sprague**, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama, Birmingham

**Elaine E. Englehardt**, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University

**Atsushi Fujiki**, Karume College, National Institute of Technology

**Setsuko Matsuyama**, Hitotsubashi University

**Michael S. Pritchard**, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University

Panel: Engineering and Evaluating Remotely Operated and Autonomous Weapons Systems

**Chris Korpela**, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, United States Military Academy

**Michael Saxon**, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy

**Mark Wilson**, Villanova Ethics Program, Villanova University

“Robophobia: Military Robots and the Likelihood of Armed Conflict”

**Leonard Kahn**, Philosophy, Loyola University - New Orleans

Panel: Do We Have a Right to be Forgotten?

“Forgetting as a Mercy Rather than a Right”

**Sandra Borden**, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University

“Concepts, Confusion and Conflicts in the Ethics of ‘Unpublishing’”

**Stephanie Craft**, Journalism, University of Illinois

“The Semi-Coherent Roots of the Right to be Forgotten”

**Christopher Meyers**, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

“Can Harm Come from Remembering What is True and Who has the Obligation to ‘Forget’ It?”

**David Ozar**, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

“What Doesn’t Need to be Known Now Doesn’t Need to be Forgotten Later: The Case for an Ethic of Restraint”

**Wendy Wyatt**, Communication and Journalism, University of St. Thomas

Chair:

**Christopher Meyers**, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield
Media and Journalism Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“The Ethics of Click-bait”
Eugene Schlossberger, Philosophy, Purdue University, Calumet

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Moral Realism and Ethical Naturalism in Media Ethics Theorizing”
Patrick Plaisance, Journalism and Media Communication, Colorado State University
Elizabeth Tropman, Philosophy, Colorado State University

Concurrent Session VI – 1:30 p.m.

“Beyond Journalism: Applying a Broader Virtue Ethics Framework to Media Ethics”
Rhema Zlaten, Chief Executive Officer, Ethics and Compliance Initiative

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

Lawrence Lengbeyer, Philosophy, U.S. Naval Academy

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Panel: The Phase I Educational Partnership on Climate Change, Engineered Systems, and Society
Sandra L. Borden, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield
Stephanie Craft, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
David Ozar, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Wendy Wyatt, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Military Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“Drivers of Navy Ethics: Compliance, Character, and Technology”
Thomas Creely, Operational and Strategic Leadership, U.S. Naval War College
Michael Riordan, (not presenting) Military, U.S. Naval War College; United States Navy

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Who Owes What to War Refugees”
Jennifer Kling, Philosophy, Siena Heights University

“Some Considerations from Moral Psychology”
Lisa H. Newton, Community Development and Applied Economics, University of Vermont
Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.

Panel: Just Warfare, Information Warfare, and Cyber Offense
Andrew Bridges, Philosophy, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Richard Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“Intentionally Targeting Noncombatants with Non-Lethal Weapons”
Todd Burkhardt, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Panel: Engineering and Evaluating Remotely Operated and Autonomous Weapons Systems
Chris Korpela, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, United States Military Academy
Michael Saxon, English and Philosophy, United States Military Academy
Mark Wilson, Villanova Ethics Program, Villanova University

“Robophobia: Military Robots and the Likelihood of Armed Conflict”
Leonard Kahn, Philosophy, Loyola University - New Orleans

Moral Theory Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.

“Parental Wisdom”
Sonya M. Charles, Philosophy and Comparative Religion, Cleveland State University

Concurrent Session VI – 1:30 p.m.

“When the Arrow Came before the Trolley: Jewish Aspects of the Trolley Problem”
Tsuriel Rashi, Jerusalem Center for Ethics, Bar-Ilan University

“On the Assumption that Agents Own Their Actions”
Astrid Vicas, Philosophy, Theology, and Religion, Saint Leo University
Author Meets the Commentators: Developing Moral Sensitivity
Editors:
Deborah Mower, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University
Phyllis Vandenbergh, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University
Authors:
Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Mark Dixon, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
Elaine Englehardt, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University
David McGraw, Integrated Science and Technology, James Madison University
Alan Preti, Institute for Ethical Leadership and Social Responsibility, Rosemont College
Michael Pritchard, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University
Commentators:
Jeff Byrnes, Religion, Grand Valley State University
Earl Spurgin, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago
Sharon Stringer, Psychology, Youngstown State University

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“Reshaping Our Understanding of Morality in Light of the New Findings in the Human Sciences”
Matthew Keefer, Educational Psychology Research and Evaluation, University of Missouri, St. Louis

“Impartiality or Oikeiôsis? Two Models of Universal Beneficence”
Landon Frim, Philosophy, St. Joseph's College - New York

Professionalism Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Shadow Codes of Engineering Ethics: An Experiment in Ethics Imaginaries”
Andrew Katz, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
Yanna Lambrinidou, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
Donna Riley, Science and Technology, Virginia Technical University

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

Yotam Lurie, Management, Gen-Gurion University

“Future Imperfect: Pedagogical Tools for the Ethical Practice of Public Relations”
Jane Stoneman McNichol, Communication Studies, Mount Royal University

Research Integrity Ethics Programs
Friday, February 19

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Responsible Research: A Transatlantic Perspective”
Elisabeth Hildt, Philosophy, Colorado State University
Noon – Bioethics and Research Ethics Luncheon
“Changes in Research; Challenges in Ethics”
Christine Grady, National Institute of Health, Department of Health and Human Services

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.
“Implementing the US EPA Scientific Integrity Policy: Accomplishments and Challenges”
Francesca T. Grifo, Scientific Integrity, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Concurrent Session VI – 2:30 p.m. – Poster Session I
“America COMPETES at 5 years: An Analysis of RCR Training Plans”
Trisha Phillips, Political Science, West Virginia University
Gillian Beach, Political Science, West Virginia University
Elizabeth Heitman, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Franchesca Nestor, Political Science, West Virginia University

“Research Integrity in Publishing and Graduate Education: A Comparative Study”
Franchesca Nestor, Political Science, West Virginia University
Gillian Beach, Political Science, West Virginia University
Trisha Phillips, Political Science, West Virginia University

“Perceptions and Predictors of Questionable Research Practices in the Biological Sciences”
Anita Gordon, Center for Academic Ethics, University of Northern Iowa
Helen Harton, Psychology, University of Northern Iowa

“Human Subjects Research at the Environmental Protection Agency”
Melinda Gormley, Reilly Center for Science, Technology, and Values, University of Notre Dame; American Association for the Advancement of Science, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Toby Schonfeld, Program in Human Research Ethics and Oversight, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

“Neutralizing Fair Credit: Factors that Influence Unethical Authorship Practices”
Barton Moffatt, Philosophy and Religion, Mississippi State University
Alicia Hall, (not presenting) Mississippi State University
Trisha Phillips, (not presenting) Political Science, West Virginia University
Brad S. Trinkle, (not presenting) Mississippi State University

“The National Academy of Sciences’ Educational Institutes on Responsible Science: An International Train-the-Trainers Program in Scientific Teaching on Research Integrity”
Elizabeth Heitman, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Lida Anestidou, Institute for Laboratory Animal Research, National Academy of Sciences
Jay Labov, Board on Life Sciences, National Academy of Sciences
Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

“Perceptions and Predictors of Questionable Research Practices in the Social Sciences”
**Anita Gordon**, Center for Academic Ethics, University of Northern Iowa
**Helen C. Harton**, Psychology, University of Northern Iowa

“How Do Social Scientists Conceptualize and Implement Research Ethics and Integrity Throughout the Research Process”
**Heather A. Pease**, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

**STEM Ethics Programs (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math)**

Concurrent Session III – 8:15 a.m.
Friday, February 19

“Engineers in the Public Interest: Histories, Models, and Future Directions”
**Yanna Lambrinidou**, Science and Technology, Virginia Tech University
**Donna Riley**, Engineering Education, Virginia Tech University

Concurrent Session IV – 9:45 a.m.

“Shadow Codes of Engineering Ethics: An Experiment in Ethics Imaginaries”
**Andrew Katz**, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
**Yanna Lambrinidou**, Engineering Education, Virginia Technical University
**Donna Riley**, Science and Technology, Virginia Technical University

“Speech Act Theory as a Framework for Scientists' Communication Ethics”
**Jean Goodwin**, Speech Communication, Iowa State University

“Case Study in Ethical Science Communication: ‘Science Headlines’”
**Clark Wolf**, Philosophy, Iowa State University

Concurrent Session V – 1:30 p.m.

“Nudging for Good: Robots, Ethics, and the Performance of Charitable Behavior”
**Jason D. Borenstein**, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology

“Robot-Rights: The Moral Life of Androids”
**Edward Spence**, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University; 3TU Centre for Ethics and Technology

Concurrent Session VII – 3:15 p.m.

“Cultivating Cultures for Ethical STEM: NSF Cross-directorate Research Program Focused on Fostering Ethical STEM”
**Wenda Bauchspies**, National Science Foundation

“The New Neuroethics”
**James Giordano**, Neurology and Biochemistry, Georgetown University Medical Center
**John R. Shook**, Philosophy, Bowie State University
Panel: Developments in Practical and Professional Ethics at Renmin (peoples) University of China - And Beyond

Cui Shuzhi, Renmin University of China
Li Tong, Renmin University of China
Zhang Xiao, Renmin University of China

Moderator:
Carl Mitcham, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines

Concurrent Session VIII – 4:30 p.m.

“Self-Driving Cars and the Ethical Responsibilities of Design Engineers
Joseph Herkert, Genetic Engineering and Society Center, North Carolina State University
Jason D. Borenstein, Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology
Annual Conference 2016: Topical List of Program Sessions  
Saturday

Bioethics Programs
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

“Pharmacogenomics and the Future of Healthcare Relationships”
**Mark H. Dixon**, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University
**Vassiliki L. Leontis**, Philosophy, Bowling Green State University

“The Paradox of Addiction Treatment: Can Addicts Give Consent?”
**Michael Funke**, Philosophy, Walters State College

**Aaron Simmons**, Philosophy, Marywood University

Concurrent Session X – 9:00 a.m. – Poster Session II

“The ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses 2015 Revision: Implication for Professional Practice”
**Felicia Stokes**, Center for Ethics and Human Rights, American Nurses Association

“Variations on Common Themes: Baccalaureate-Level Introduction to Bioethics”
**Alan Murphy**, Religion, Vanderbilt University Center for Biomedical Ethics

*Undergraduate Award Winner* “Reproductive Choice and Disability Rights: Ethical Implications of Terminating Fetuses with Disabilities”
**Eri Svenson**, Philosophy, Harper College

*Undergraduate Poster* - “Just Healthcare: a Rawlsian liberal-egalitarian perspective on the accessibility and affordability of treatment for chronic Hepatitis C patients”
**Samantha Strong**, Philosophy, Indiana University

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

“Alliance Building in Women's Healthcare”
**Barry DeCoster**, Humanities and Communication, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
**Wendy Parker**, Basic and Social Sciences, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences

**Maneesha Sakhuja**, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

**Rochelle E. Tractenberg**, Neurobiology, Biostatistics, Bioinformatics, and Biomathematics, Georgetown University Medical Center
Topical List of Program Sessions - Saturday, February 20, 2016

Lunch with an Author – 12:15 p.m.

*Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology*

**Kenneth W. Goodman**, Ethics Programs, University of Miami

*Community, Autonomy and Informed Consent: Revisiting the Philosophical Foundation for Informed Consent in International Research*

**Pamela Lomelino**, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

**Concurrent Session XII** – 1:30 p.m.

**Author Meets the Commentators:** *Community, Autonomy and Informed Consent: Revisiting the Philosophical Foundation for Informed Consent in International Research*

**Pamela Lomelino**, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago

Commentators:

- **Kenneth Goodman**, Ethics Programs, University of Miami
- **Elizabeth Heitman**, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
- **Lisa Rasmussen**, Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Chair:

**Elizabeth Heitman**, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

**Concurrent Session XIII** – 3:30 p.m.

Panel: Re-thinking Medelian Genetics: What are the Ethical Implications for the Use of CRISPR Together with Gene Drive in Humans

**Michael W. Nestor**, The Hussman Institute for Autism
**Richard L. Wilson**, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

“Do Gene-drives in Non-human Organisms Present Novel Ethical Problems?”

**Jesse L. Kirkpatrick**, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; National Security Analysis, Johns Hopkins University
**Andrew Light**, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; Center for Global Ethics

**Business Ethics Programs**

Saturday, February 20

**Concurrent Session IX** – 8:00 a.m.

Pedagogical Demonstration: “A Blueprint for Integrating an Extracurricular Student Activity into a Business Ethics Course”

**Michael R. Fricke**, Business, University of Illinois
**Kathryn M. Rybka**, Business, University of Illinois

“Future Imperfect: Pedagogical Tools for the Ethical Practice of Public Relations”

**Jane Stoneman McNichol**, Communication Studies, Mount Royal University

**Concurrent Session X** – 9:00 a.m. Poster Session II

“Impact of Online versus Face-to-Face Instruction on Appraisal Students’ Morality Levels”

**Sam Martin**, Business, Realtor University
Topical List of Program Sessions - Saturday, February 20, 2016

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

“A Field Guide to the 13 Fundamental Ethical Dilemmas in Business”
Bradley R. Agle, Management, Brigham Young University

“Teaching Ethical Leadership: The Creation of Business Ethics Ambassadors”
Michelle Darnell, Business Administration, University of Florida
Kelsey Noris, Business Administration, University of Florida
Miriam Pinedo, Business Administration, University of Florida
Ariela Steinburg, Business Administration, University of Florida

“Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, and Big Data; Challenges for Ethical Decision Making”
Kathleen Wilburn, Management, St. Edward’s University
H. Ralph Wilburn, Management, St. Edward’s University

Lunch with an Author – 12:15 p.m.

Research Companion to Ethical Behavior in Organizations: Constructs and Measures
Bradley R. Agle, Management, Brigham Young University

Business Ethics Through Movies: A Case Study Approach
Wanda Teays, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University

Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

Panel: Business Ethics: Contemporary Automobile Case Studies - GM Ignition Switches, Takata Airbags and Volkswagen Emissions
Alan A. Preti, Institute for Ethical Leadership and Social Responsibility, Rosemont College
Richard L. Wilson, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland at Baltimore County
Erik Wingrove Haugland, Humanities, United States Coast Guard Academy

Concurrent Session XIII – 3:30 p.m.

Case Study Presentation - “AIG (American International Group) and Its Ethical Issues”
Behnaz Quigley, Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics, Charles Sturt University

Case Study Presentation - “Bookkeeper’s Dilemma: A Case for Discussion”
Timothy Shiell, Undergraduate Studies, University of Texas at Austin

Panel: The Ethics of Commercialization: The University as Business Incubator
John Farah, Red Team Associates
William Marshall, Center for Entrepreneurship, University of South Florida
Jacquelyn Michel, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Thomas Pearson, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Linda Pullan, Pullan Consulting

Moderator:
Thomas Pearson, Philosophy, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Topical List of Program Sessions - Saturday, February 20, 2016

Education Ethics Programs – Theory and Practice
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

“Title IX, Confidentiality, and Constraining Privacy”
Sandra Hansmann, Rehabilitative Services, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley
Cynthia Jones, Pan American Collaboration for Ethics in the Professions, University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley
Anne Marie Stachura, Modern Languages and Literatures, University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley

Concurrent Session X – 9:00 a.m. – Poster Session II

“Education in Ethics through Experience”
Donna C. Tonini, National Center for Professional and Research Ethics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

“The Effectiveness of Using Movies in an Online Ethics and Professionalism Course for DPT Students”
Renee Mazurek, Kinesiology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

“Refining the Ethical Perspective through Survey to Enhance Guidance Researchers”
Lora L. Lopez, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University
Lisa J. James, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University
Ralph E. Ferguson, TTU Ethics Center, Texas Tech University

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

Maneesha Sakhujia, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

“Applying Ethical Theories to Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl Cases: A Heuristic Model”
Patrick Croskery, Philosophy and Religion, Ohio Northern University

“Ethics Bowl as a Pedagogical Tool for Science Research Ethics Education”
Andrew Cullison, Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics, DePauw University
Jacquelyn Stephens, Janet Prindle Institute for Ethics, DePauw University

Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

Best Formal Paper on Pre-College Ethics Award Winner
“You Feelings Are Wrong”
Stephen Miller, Philosophy, Marist College

“The Ethics of Ignatian Pedagogy in K-12 Leadership”
Daniel J. Mahoney, Leadership and Administration, Gonzaga University

Panel: 20 Years of Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl: Pedagogical and Collegial Promise and Fulfillment
Julie Pedroni, Philosophy, Williams College
Andrew Speen, Ethics Bowl Alumni
Meghan Snow, Ethics Bowl Alumni
Mark Wilson, Ethics Program, Villanova University
Chair:
Mark Doorley, Ethics Program, Villanova University
Concurrent Session XII – 3:30 p.m.

Panel: Ethics Bowl: Forging Relationships with the Academy and Communities
Brett Fulkerson-Smith, Philosophy, Harper College
John Garcia, Philosophy, Harper College
Richard Greene, Philosophy, Weber State University
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
Steven Swartzer, Parr Center for Ethics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Moderator:
Roberta Israeloff, Squire Family Foundation

"The Professional Responsibilities of Teachers of Professional Ethics"
Erik Wingrove Haugland, Humanities, United States Coast Guard Academy

Law and Society Ethics Programs
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

Aaron Simmons, Philosophy, Marywood University

“The Ethical Community of Social Workers in Maine”
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University

“On the Monopoly Over the Use of Force and the Problem of Canada”
Alan Tomhave, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University

Concurrent Session X – 9:00 a.m. – Poster Session II

“The Ethics of Religious Freedom”
Jill O. Jasperson, Accounting and Business Law, Utah Valley University

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

“Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, and Big Data; Challenges for Ethical Decision Making”
Kathleen Wilburn, Management, St. Edward's University
H. Ralph Wilburn, Management, St. Edward's University

“The Credentials Problem for Moral Expertise”
Jamie Carlin Watson, Philosophy, Broward College

Best Formal Paper by an Early Career Scholar Award Winner
“Punishment and Democratic Rights”
Steven Swartzer, Parr Center for Ethics, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
12:15 p.m. – Lunch with an Author

*Japan’s March 2011 Triple Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between*
**Michael C. Brannigan**, Philosophy and Religion, The College of Saint Rose

*Neurotechnology in National Security and Defense: Practical Considerations*
**James Giordano**, Neurology and Biochemistry, Georgetown University Medical Center

**Concurrent Session XII** – 1:30 p.m.

“The Ethical and Legal Status of Philosophical Counseling in the United States: The New National Philosophical Counseling Association Practice Standards”
**Elliot D. Cohen**, National Philosophical Counseling Association; Humanities, Indian River State College

Panel: Ethical Issues in Counseling: A Panel Discussion Across Four Professions

**Stephanie J. Bird**, Science and Engineering Ethics Journal
**Elliot D. Cohen**, National Philosophical Counseling Association; Humanities, Indian River State College
**Gale Cohen**, Human Services, Indian River State College
**Gretchen A. Winter**, Center for Professional Responsibility in Business and Society, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Chair:
**Michael Davis**, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

“Normative dimensions of social work”
**Solveig Botnen Eide**, Sociology and Social Work, University of Agder

**Concurrent Session XIV** – 3:30 p.m.

“Stuck in the Middle with You: A Case Study of the Ethical Conflicts of State and Federal Marijuana Laws in Solid Organ Transplant Social Work”
**Greg Pugh**, Social Work, Portland State University

“Professional Ethics, Trust, and Second-Person Reasons”
**Terrence M. Kelly**, Philosophy, University of Alaska - Anchorage

**Media and Journalism Ethics Programs**

**Saturday, February 20**

**Concurrent Session IX** – 8:00 a.m.

“Ethics of Exclusion in Epics: The Perpetual Native”
**Roslyn Satchel**, Communication, Pepperdine University

**Concurrent Session XI** – 9:45 a.m.

“Fact Finding and Correction in the Digital Era: A Case Study Presentation”
**Deni Elliott**, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
**Nancy Levine**, Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles
Lunch with an Author – 12:15 p.m. -

Japan’s March 2011 Triple Disaster and Moral Grit: Our Inescapable In-Between
Michael C. Brannigan, Philosophy and Religion, The College of Saint Rose

Topic Lunch

Talking Media Ethics from the Front Lines
Invited guests:
Ron Nixon, New York Times
Ted Mellnick, The Washington Post
Moderator: Chris Roberts, Journalism, University of Alabama

Military Ethics Programs

Saturday, February 20

12:15 p.m. - Lunch with an Author

Neurotechnology in National Security and Defense: Practical Considerations
James Giordano, Neurology and Biochemistry, Georgetown University Medical Center

Moral Theory Ethics Programs

Saturday, February 20 –

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

“Vicarious Apologies as Moral Repair”
Andrew I. Cohen, Jean Beer Blumenfeld Center for Ethics, Georgia State University

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

“Teaching Ethical Reasoning: Incorporating Context and Moral Remainder”
Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield

12:15 p.m. – Lunch with an Author

Developing Moral Sensitivity
Editors:
Deborah Mower, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Youngstown State University
Phyllis Vandenberg, Philosophy, Grand Valley State University

Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

Panel: W.D. Ross in Theory and Practice
Glen Miller, Philosophy, Texas A&M University
Christopher Meyers, Kegley Institute of Ethics, California State University, Bakersfield
Peter Tan, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University, Los Angeles
Moderator:
Wanda Teays, Philosophy, Mount Saint Mary’s University, Los Angeles
Concurrent Session XIII – 3:30 p.m.

Panel: Human Nature and its Implications for Ethics and Education
Deni Elliott, Journalism and Media Studies, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg
Elaine Englehardt, Center for the Study of Ethics, Utah Valley University
Josina Makau, Humanities and Communication, California State University, Monterey Bay
Darcia Narvaez, Psychology, University of Notre Dame
Michael Pritchard, Center for the Study of Ethics in Society, Western Michigan University

Chairs:
Josina Makau, Humanities and Communication, California State University, Monterey Bay
Darcia Narvaez, Psychology, University of Notre Dame

Professionalism Ethics Programs
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

“The Ethical Community of Social Workers in Maine”
Clifton Guthrie, Science and Humanities, Husson University

Concurrent Session X – 9:00 a.m. – Poster Session II

“Impact of Online versus Face-to-Face Instruction on Appraisal Students' Morality Levels”
Sam Martin, Business, Realtor University

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

Rochelle E. Tractenberg, Neurobiology, Biostatistics, Bioinformatics, and Biomathematics, Georgetown University Medical Center

“The Credentials Problem for Moral Expertise”
Jamie Carlin Watson, Philosophy, Broward College

Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

“The Ethics of Ignatian Pedagogy in K-12 Leadership”
Daniel J. Mahoney, Leadership and Administration, Gonzaga University

“Normative dimensions of social work”
Solveig Botnen Eide, Sociology and Social Work, University of Agder

Concurrent Session XIII – 3:30 p.m.

“Stuck in the Middle with You: A Case Study of the Ethical Conflicts of State and Federal Marijuana Laws in Solid Organ Transplant Social Work”
Greg Pugh, Social Work, Portland State University

“Professional Ethics, Trust, and Second-Person Reasons”
Terrence M. Kelly, Philosophy, University of Alaska - Anchorage
Topical List of Program Sessions - Saturday, February 20, 2016

“The Professional Responsibilities of Teachers of Professional Ethics”
**Erik Wingrove Haugland**, Humanities, United States Coast Guard Academy

**Research Integrity Ethics Programs**
Saturday, February 20

No Saturday programming

**Social Work Ethics Programs**
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

“The Ethical Community of Social Workers in Maine”
**Clifton Guthrie**, Science and Humanities, Husson University

Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

“Normative dimensions of social work”
**Solveig Botnen Eide**, Sociology and Social Work, University of Agder

Concurrent Session XIII – 3:30 p.m.

“Stuck in the Middle with You: A Case Study of the Ethical Conflicts of State and Federal Marijuana Laws in Solid Organ Transplant Social Work”
**Greg Pugh**, Social Work, Portland State University

**STEM Ethics Programs (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math)**
Saturday, February 20

Concurrent Session IX – 8:00 a.m.

Panel: Ethics of Science, Technology, and Society in China
**Jianan Guo**, Philosophy, Northeastern University; University of North Texas
**Xiaowei Huang**, Tsinghua University
**Zhiyuan Wu**, Kegley Guangxi University for Nationalities
**Zhili Xu**, Beihang University
**Chenggang Zhang**, Tsinghua University
**Qin Zhu**, Engineering, Purdue University
Moderator:
**Carl Mitcham**, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines

“From Practice to Research: A Plan for Cross-Course Assessment of Instruction in Engineering Ethics”
**Michael Davis**, Humanities, Illinois Institute of Technology
Concurrent Session X – 9:00 a.m. – Poster Session II

Cases for Teaching Responsible Communication of Science
Jean Goodwin, English, Iowa State University
Michael Dahlstrom, Journalism and Communication, Iowa State University
Marilyn Kemis, Engineering, Iowa State University
Clark Wolf, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Iowa State University
Christine Hutchison, Food Science and Human Nutrition, Iowa State University

“Online Ethics Center for Engineering and Science Enhancements”
Frazier Benya, National Academy of Engineering
Rachelle Hollander, National Academy of Engineering
Karin D. Ellison, Center for Biology and Society, Arizona State University
Simil Raghavan, National Academy of Engineering
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

“Engineering Ethics Education in a Globalized World: A Comparative Study on Values”
Fumihiko Tochinai, Kanazawa Institute of Technology

Concurrent Session XI – 9:45 a.m.

“Morality rather than Ethics: The Genealogy and Construction of Science Norm Related Discourse in China (1979-2013)”
Chadwick Wang, Institute of Science, Technology and Society, Tsinghua University; History of Science, Harvard University

“25 Year of Ethics Across the Curriculum: An Assessment”
Michael Davis, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
Elisabeth Hildt, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology
Kelly Laas, Center for the Study of Ethics in the Professions, Illinois Institute of Technology

12:15 p.m. – Lunch with an Author

Creating Life from Life: Biotechnology and Science Fiction
Rosalyn Berne, Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Virginia

Ethics, Science, Technology, and Engineering: A Global Resource
J. Britt Holbrook, Center for the Study of Interdisciplinarity, University of North Texas
Carl Mitcham, Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines

Navigating Academia: A Guide for Women and Minority STEM Faculty
Pauline Mosley, Computer and Information Sciences, Pace University
S. Keith Hargrove (not presenting)

From Field to Fork: Food Ethics for Everyone
Paul B. Thompson, Philosophy, Michigan State University
Concurrent Session XII – 1:30 p.m.

Author Meets the Commentators: *From Field to Fork: Food Ethics for Everyone*

**Paul B. Thompson**, Philosophy, Loyola University, Chicago  
Commentators:  
**Anne Barnhill**, Philosophy, University of North Carolina, Charlotte  
**Ray Boisvert**, Center for Biomedical Ethics and Society, Vanderbilt University Medical Center  
**Allen Thompson**, Ethics Programs, University of Miami

“Clear the Air about the VW Diesel Cheat: Professional Ethics Under the Hood”  
**Keith E. Miller**, Education, University of Missouri, St. Louis

Panel: Infusing Ethics into the Development of Engineers: Exemplary Approaches  
**Frazier Benya**, Center for Engineering Ethics and Society, National Academy of Engineering  
**Curtis Abel**, Worcester Polytechnic Institute  
**Jonathan Beever**, Computer and Information Sciences, University of Alabama at Birmingham  
**Nick Campbell**, Civil Engineering; Social Science and Policy Studies; History, Worcester Polytechnic Institute  
**Matthew Eckelman**, Northeastern University  
**Laura Grossenbacher**, University of Wisconsin  
**Cortney Holles**, Colorado School of Mines  
**Deborah Johnson**, University of Virginia  
**Robert Kirkman**, Georgia Technical University  
**Yanna Lambrinidou**, Science and Technology, Virginia Tech University  
**Tobias Rossmann**, Lafayette University  
Moderator:  
**Frazier Benya**, Center for Engineering Ethics and Society, National Academy of Engineering

Concurrent Session XIV – 3:30 p.m.

Panel: Diversity in Academia: Alternate Paths for Participation  
**Raquel Diaz-Sprague**, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama at Birmingham  
**Pauline Mosley**, Computer and Information Sciences, Pace University  
**Rosemarie Tillman**, Lane Community College, Linn-Benton Community College  
Moderator:  
**Raquel Diaz-Sprague**, Computer and Information Science, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Panel: Re-thinking Medelian Genetics: What are the Ethical Implications for the Use of CRISPR Together with Gene Drive in Humans  
**Michael W. Nestor**, The Hussman Institute for Autism  
**Richard L. Wilson**, Philosophy, Loyola University of Maryland; Engineering Management, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

“Do Gene-drives in Non-human Organisms Present Novel Ethical Problems?”  
**Jesse L. Kirkpatrick**, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; National Security Analysis, Johns Hopkins University  
**Andrew Light**, Institute for Philosophy and Public Policy; Center for Global Ethics

Case Study - “Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill: An Ethics Case Study in Environmental Engineering”  
**Jonathan Beever**, Philosophy, University of Central Florida  
**Andrew O. Brightman**, Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University  
**Justin L. Hess**, Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University
Save the Date

The Association for Practical and Professional Ethics
Announces the
Twenty-sixth Annual International Conference

The Westin Dallas Park Central Hotel, Dallas, Texas
February 23 – 26, 2017

Call for Papers

This call invites individuals from all disciplines and professions working to advance scholarship, teaching and the application of practical and professional ethics. Submissions are invited on ethical issues in all fields, including business, engineering, government, media and journalism, law, medicine, and science, as well as interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary issues that cut across professions such as action research, biomedical, educational, environmental, public health and research ethics.

We invite submissions in the following categories: (1) Formal Papers or Individual Presentations; (2) Panel Discussions; (3) Pedagogical Demonstrations; (4) Case Study Presentations; (5) Posters and (6) Creative Arts Presentations (e.g., short play, poetry, or fiction). In practice, one individual submission per person will be accepted.

Special Paper Competitions include:
- Best Formal Paper by ★An Early Career Scholar, ★ A Graduate Student; ★ An Undergraduate Student
- Karen M. T. Muskavitch Award for Graduate Work in Practical Ethics
- Best Pre-College Ethics Paper

Additional programs include Author Meets the Commentators and/or Lunch with an Author.

Website: http://appe.indiana.edu  TEL: (812) 855-6450; FAX: (812) 856-4969, E-mail: appe@indiana.edu
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